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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS:
COMMENT: The public record reveals the proposed rule is materially based on involvement by
individual(s) having an “unalterably closed mind” (predetermined), and on improper
participation and influence by certain parties, with whom senior, involved Agency officials also
have conflicts.

!

COMMENT: EPA’s rulemaking record is presumptively incomplete: extensive senior use of
private email accounts, failure to obtain records and to report possible removal or loss, creating
a presumption of record removal or loss.

!

COMMENT: EPA’s rulemaking record is presumptively incomplete: it has engaged in/
permitted wholesale destruction of an entire class of correspondence to and from senior officials
involved in this rulemaking, failed to obtain records and to report possible removal or loss,
creating a presumption of record removal or loss.

!

COMMENT: EPA’s proposed rule represents a naked transfer of wealth from one sector of the
electric generation industry to others in that industry, and so is unconstitutional as a substantive
due process violation of the Fifth Amendment; it is in violation of the due process requirement of
the Fifth Amendment, in the form of a violation of equal protection. The sole rationale for EPA’s
rule is something upon which there is “consensus” that the proposed rule will have no impact
(climate), which EPA ignores relying instead on the work of others, committing multiple logical
fallacies including appeal to authority, appeal to belief, appeal to consequences of a belief, and
ignoring a common cause. The Agency’s failure to proffer reasons for its regulation that could
survive even rational basis review condemns the proposed rule to unconstitutional status.
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Introduction – Rulemaking and a Tainted Record
The statute governing rulemaking under the Clean Air Act (CAA) reads in pertinent part,
“The promulgated rule may not be based (in part or whole) on any information or data which has
not been placed in the docket as of the date of such promulgation.”1 The law further states that a
rule can be invalidated if it is “found to be— (A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law; (B) contrary to constitutional right, power, privilege, or
immunity; (C) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of statutory
right; or (D) without observance of procedure required by law….”2
The arbitrary and capricious standard, as it applies to the CAA, has been explained more
thoroughly by the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals in Louisiana-Pacific Corp. v. United States EPA
which, citing to the U.S. Supreme Court, held that “[A]n agency rule would be arbitrary and
capricious if the agency has relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider,
entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its
decision that runs counter to the evidence before the agency, or is so implausible that it could not
be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise.”3 In another case relevant
to this rulemaking, in Association of Nat'l Advertisers, Inc. v. FTC, the DC Circuit Court of
Appeals explained that “An agency member may be disqualified from such a proceeding only

!
1

42 U.S.C. § 7607 (d)(6)(c).

!
2

42 U.S.C. § 7607 (d)(9).

3
!

Louisiana-Pacific Corp. v. United States EPA, 281 Fed. Appx. 877, 878 (11th Cir. 2008) (citing Motor
Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983)).
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when there is a clear and convincing showing that he has an unalterably closed mind on matters
critical to the disposition of the rulemaking.”4
The result of the applicable precedent is that a rule cannot stand if an agency has based a
rule on information not on the record, or otherwise against the law or Constitution, if they have
based their decision on something Congress could not have anticipated, or if it is materially
based on involvement by an individual having an “unalterably closed mind.” Commenters
possess, and cite in this Comment, substantial reason to believe this proposed rule is based on
information not in the record -- at minimum, the Agency’s record plainly is presumptively
deficient, for reasons explained herein -- is arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion and
otherwise not in accordance with the law, that it may have violated the due process and equal
protection rights of various interested parties, was promulgated with material participation by
officials who had conflicts of interest and whose minds were unalterably made up, and has failed
to observe legally required procedure. The result is that this rulemaking is invalid.
At minimum it must be stayed until the any presumption of the record’s integrity is
reasonably restored; more appropriately, these myriad deficiencies require the Agency proceed
anew, with no conflicts and a complete record. Depending on the violation of the rule-making
requirements, these remedies range from staying the rule until a reasonable and credible effort is
completed to assess, obtain and restore missing information, to restarting the process, with a
complete record and legitimate opportunity for all parties to comment as the law provides, with
no predetermination, undue influence or omissions, and different decision making personnel who

4
!

Association of Nat'l Advertisers, Inc. v. FTC, 627 F.2d 1151, 1154 (D.C. Cir. 1979).
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are not predetermined and do not have conflicts of interests, who have not conducted, without
docketing, possibly relevant correspondence on email accounts outside of the control of or
potential review by any other Agency employee and who have not destroyed possibly relevant
and necessarily docketed text message transcripts. Barring that, this proposed rule is not in
accordance with the law.
Evidence supporting these conclusions include improper collusion between the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and interested parties to advance a shared,
predetermined goal, conflicts of interests amongst senior EPA officials playing material roles in
this proposed rulemaking, and failure to obtain and preserve possible relevant records or notify
the National Archivist of the possible removal or loss of records thereby precluding the prospect
of docketing possibly necessary records. This evidence began with statements on the public
record and has now expanded to include correspondence obtained under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). Indeed, conflicts, collusion and predetermination aside, the
demonstrated improper record keeping by EPA leaves an incomplete record on which to review
this rulemaking. Regardless, by this Comment E&E Legal and the FMELC show a more
complete picture of what the EPA did in arriving at this proposed regulation, why, and to what
intended effect.
As explained in the sections below, although the EPA has the authority to regulate, it
cannot regulate the way it has; the process has been irrevocably tainted and cannot properly
proceed absent substantial, credible remedial steps.
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Because of the breadth and extent of the violations we identify, we ask that the EPA
withdraw this rule. Should the Agency conclude through an unbiased procedure that regulation
in this area remains necessary and appropriate, the process must be conducted anew with
untainted officials and new inputs, giving all interested parties the same opportunity to have their
views considered in a fair and open process, untainted by predetermined outcomes from
conflicted individuals whose minds are unalterably closed, and with a record properly
reconstituted to include all proper correspondence, lawfully conducted and preserved.
Further, EPA’s proposed rule to control greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act’s New
Source Performance Standards is unconstitutional as a substantive due process violation of the
Fifth Amendment because it constitutes a naked transfer of wealth from one sector of the electric
generation industry to other electric generation entities of that industry. Combined with evidence
that this major regulatory initiative offers no economic, climatic, or systematic benefit, the
president’s vow to “finally make [renewable energy] profitable” and “bankrupt” its competitor,
this provides a disturbing picture of use of the state’s police power of the sort that courts have
recently found unacceptable. See, St. Joseph Abbey v. Castille, No. 90-345 slip on. at 11 (5th Cir.
March 20, 2013) (5th Circuit Court of Appeals has held these kinds of “naked transfers of wealth”
unconstitutional under the Equal Protection and Due Process clauses of the US Constitution).
The proposed rule is also unconstitutional as a due process violation of the Fifth
Amendment, in the form of a violation of equal protection, because the rule is intended to
increase the cost of electricity to those least able to pay that cost, because EPA knows of this
inequality, because EPA knows the targets of that inequality are minorities whose rights our laws
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seek to specifically protect, EPA knows this regulation will not affect the harms it is supposed to
remedy.
The Record Concerning the Rule for New Stationary Power Sources Is Irrevocably Tainted
The authority for administrative agencies to regulate is provided by Congress. Congress
clearly gave EPA authority to regulate under the Clean Air Act, but to be valid any regulatory
process must adhere to the prescribed procedure, as described in the introduction and considering
constitutional constraints and their manifestation in the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), or
in identical constraints rising from the CAA itself. Due to these restraints, if the record is tainted,
either by officials who sought a predetermined outcome or had conflict of interest, officials who
improperly colluded behind the scenes thereby granting certain parties a uniquely influential role
in the process (inherently to the detriment of other parties), or if the record is incomplete or
presumptively so, due to widespread recordkeeping abuses and even wholesale destruction of an
entire class of correspondence, then the rulemaking is invalid. This rulemaking record is tainted
and/or deficient for just those reasons, such that substantive remedies are necessary for it to
proceed, or it must be started anew to possibly obtain a valid rule.
Context for this Rulemaking and these Comments
Debate over appropriate pollution controls, especially concerning the greenhouse gas
carbon dioxide (CO2), has been long and increasingly complicated. This is in part due to
Congress rejecting the idea each time it was expressly placed before them, the instant rule
making flowing from a court decision granting the Agency the authority nonetheless, reliance on
unverified and demonstrably unskilled computer model projections for related rules, and
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observations belying those models’ validity. Additional complications include the acknowledged
lack of possible impact on the nominal issue driving the rule making (climate change),5 and the
demonstrated economic implications of such regulatory requirements in countries that have led
this experiment and have been cited by the Administration as our model for following it
(Europe6). There are also increased concerns over reliability implications involving the
electricity production and delivery system.7 Finally there is the President of the United States

! All
5

computer model projections upon which EPA basis its rule, related rules, and otherwise agree on
this, which also was admitted by former EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson before the Senate Environment
and Public Works Committee, i.e., “U.S. action alone will not impact world CO2 levels.” Jackson
Confirms EPA Chart Showing No Effect on Climate Without China, India, Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works, July 7, 2009. Available at: http://www.epw.senate.gov/public/
index.cfm?
FuseAction=Minority.PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=564ed42f-802a-23ad-4570-3399477b1393.
Last retrieved: 2/21/2014.
!
6

For the most recent update on the administration’s longest-standing supposed model, Germany, see most
recent pronouncements by, e.g., Commission for Research and Innovation (EFI), Information Handling
Services (IHS), summarized at Walter Russell Meade, “Germany’s Energiewende: A Path to Economic
Self-Destruction”, The American Interest, February 27, 2014, http://www.the-american-interest.com/blog/
2014/02/27/germanys-energiewende-a-path-to-economic-self-destruction/. Last retrieved 3/7/14. See also
“Germany's Energy Poverty: How Electricity Became a Luxury Good,” Spiegel Online, 09/04/2013,
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/high-costs-and-errors-of-german-transition-to-renewableenergy-a-920288.html, Last retrieved: 3/5/2014.
!
7

No studies appear to have been conducted on the impacts of the instant rule effectively regulating coalfired power plants out of existence, though for impacts of the companion effort, to shutter existing plants
— the impact of accelerated closures being relevant to a measure ensuring these will not be replaced,
either — see e.g., American Electric Power, “AEP Notifies Reliability Organizations Of Planned Plant
Retirements”, https://www.aep.com/newsroom/newsreleases/?id=1754; see also, U.S. Energy Information
Administration, “AEO2014 projects more coal-fired power plant retirements by 2016 than have been
scheduled”, http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=15031 . Last retrieved 3/7/14.
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saying, serially, that his objective was to finally make a politically selected industry profitable,8
after having previously pledged to “bankrupt” its viable, main competitor.9
Add to this documentary affirmation of what seem to be uniquely close working
relationships on this project between an Agency staffed at senior levels with former lawyers and
activists for environmentalist pressure groups sharing this agenda, and those groups. This paints
a picture of ideologically aligned parties “stitching up” a shared agenda item to the exclusion of
other parties’ legitimate opportunity to impact or at minimum be heard in the process.
Finally, we have learned of widespread abuses with regard to preserving federal records,
on prohibited computer systems outside of the control of or potential review by any other
Agency employee, outside of possible scrutiny, certainly outside of the instant record, where
presumptively many of which should have been docketed. These are records not provided to the
Agency by multiple senior employees as required, not obtained by the Agency as required, and

!
8

Before a joint session of Congress, President Obama stated that “we need to ultimately make clean,
renewable energy the profitable kind of energy.” Remarks of President Obama - As Prepared for Delivery
Address to Joint Session of Congress, 2/24/2009. Available at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/
the_press_office/Remarks-of-President-Barack-Obama-Address-to-Joint-Session-of-Congress. Last
retrieved 2/21/2014. On the eve of the vote on the “Cap and Trade” bill, he reiterated it, “The list goes on
and on, but the point is this: This legislation will finally make clean energy the profitable kind of energy.”
A Historic Energy Bill, Address by President Barack Obama, June 29, 2009. Available at: http://
www.whitehouse.gov/blog/A-Historic-Energy-Bill. Last retrieved 2/21/2014. In his first speech before
the United Nations General Assembly, he reaffirmed “We will move forward with investments to
transform our energy economy, while providing incentives to make clean energy the profitable kind of
energy.” Obama's Speech to the United Nations General Assembly, September 23, 2009, Available at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/24/us/politics/24prexy.text.html?pagewanted=all. Last retrieved
2/21/2014. In his 2013 State of the Union Address he explicitly stated that the purpose was to, “Speed
the transition to more sustainable sources of energy.”Remarks by the President in the State of the Union
Address, February 12, 2013. Available at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/
remarks-president-state-union-address, last retrieved 1/31/2014.
!
9

In a videotaped interview with the San Francisco Chronicle, then-candidate Obama said that “If
someone wants to build a new coal-fired power plant they can, but it will bankrupt them because they will
be charged a huge sum for all the greenhouse gas that’s being emitted.” Available at: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DpTIhyMa-Nw. Last retrieved 1/31/2014.
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the possible (inescapable) loss of records not reported to the National Archivist as also required.
This is combined with similar, recent knowledge that the Agency allowed senior employees to
destroy the Agency’s sole copies of an entire class of records provided as an alternative to
electronic mail — text messaging transcripts — a demonstrably egregious practice: EPA would
never proceed with this rule making were it recently revealed that the Agency allowed certain
senior employees materially involved with it to destroy each and every copy of thousands of the
Agency’s emails, legally indistinct from text message transcripts.
In this context, we must pay particular heed to following required procedures and
ensuring that that has occurred and whether it was proper or not. We suggest this proposed rule
is not a legitimate use of the state’s police powers, properly executed.
COMMENT 1
SUMMARY OF COMMENT 1: The public record reveals the proposed rule is materially
based on involvement by individual(s) having an “unalterably closed mind” (predetermined),
and on improper participation and influence by certain parties, with whom senior, involved
Agency officials also have conflicts.

!

The Early Days of the New Administration – The Johnson Memo and “Endangerment”
The instant rule making flows from EPA’s “endangerment” finding, which is not per se at

issue in the current rulemaking but which is directly relevant to it. After the United States
Supreme Court ruled 5-4 that EPA has the authority to establish regulatory standards for
greenhouse gasses as “pollutants” under the CAA,10 then-Administrator Steve Johnson produced
the “Johnson Memo” addressing how the EPA would treat carbon dioxide. Neither
Massachusetts v. EPA nor the Johnson Memo interpreting the Agency’s response to that opinion
10
!

Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection Agency, 549 U.S. 497 (2007).
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required CO2 to be considered when granting “Prevention of Significant Deterioration” permits
to new or upgraded power plants.11 However, emails obtained under the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) show that Johnson’s successor as administrator, Lisa Jackson, came to office
intending to reconsider the Johnson memo, with a path toward an “endangerment” finding that
would allow the EPA to limit carbon.12 Although Jackson assumed her position having already
reached this conclusion and upon assuming her position had her team immediately commit this
to writing, she also instructed her team to “downplay” that they were even considering doing that
going forward, because the media, apparently having gotten wind of this, were inquiring
(according to EPA emails these outlets were the New York Times [John Broder], Washington
Post, Associated Press [“Dana” (likely Cappiello], and Greenwire).13 EPA officials informed the
White House of these calls.14 EPA decided to state that “The Administrator is reviewing the
matter as she committed to do during her confirmation process.”15
These emails which we have obtained begin less than 3 weeks after President Obama’s
inauguration and document that the new officials at the EPA had already made up their minds.

!
11

Robin Bravender, “EPA Sends 'Johnson Memo' Reconsideration on CO2 Emissions to White House”,
New York Times, March 5, 2010. Available at: www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/03/05/05greenwire-epasends-johnson-memo-reconsideration-on-co2-51429.html, Last retrieved 2/28/2014.
12
!

Fact Sheet -- Reconsideration of Former Administrator Johnson Interpretive Memo on Definition of
Pollutants Covered Under the Clean Air Act, Available at: epa.gov/nsr/fs20090930guidance.html, last
retrieved, 2/28/2014.
!
13

Email, From: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson’s false-identity email account), To: David Cohen, cc:
Allyn Brooks-LaSure, Subject: Re: Post has checked in, 2/09/2009.
!
14

Email, From: David Cohen, To: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), cc: Lisa Heinzerling, David
McIntosh, Subject: wh press-office conference call today, 02/09/2009.
15
!

Email, From: David Cohen To: Roxanne Smith, Allyn LaSure, Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson) Subject:
roxanne: here’s the quote for post, 2/09/2009.
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By February 8, 2009, Administrator Jackson was planning on warning power plants that she was
intent on regulating their CO2 emissions, and apparently denying a permit based on as yet
unchanged regulations.16 Only one day later, a memo was given to Jackson17 by the attorney
who successfully argued Massachusetts v. EPA, one part of her years of work demanding that
EPA adopt rules including the instant matter. She was brought in to the administration
immediately and set to work on this matter (apparently until “reinforcements have arrived”,
whom she [rightly] thought would be more appropriate to execute the plan she had drafted (“I
hope and believe the moment has come to give someone else the opportunity to address these
matters.”)18), sealing the endangerment finding. Already the senior team expressly discussed
“the endangerment finding” as de facto a fait accompli19 though officially they had not gone
through the process to reach that finding; this was not announced as having been (just) decided
upon until Ms. Jackson headed to the Copenhagen “Kyoto” negotiations on December 9, 2009,
ensuring a politically managed hero’s welcome but improperly presenting the finding as the
product of regulatory inquiry and deliberation.20

!
16

Email, From: Lisa Heinzerling, To: “Richard Windsor” (Lisa Jackson), cc: David McIntosh, Subject:
PDS: recommendation for tomorrow, 2/08/2009 (partially redacted).
17
!

Email, From: Lisa Heinzerling, To: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), Subject: PSD memo to regions,
02/09/2014.
!
18

Email, From: Lisa Heinzerling, To: Lisa Jackson, Eric Wachter, Robert Goulding, David McIntosh, Bob
Sussman, Allyn LaSure, Subject: pending items, 02/10/2009.
!
19

Email, From: David Cohen, To: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), cc: Lisa Heinzerling, David
McIntosh, Subject: wh press-office conference call today, 02/09/2009.
! Action
20

Jackson: U.S. EPA Boss Gets Warm Welcome in Copenhagen, By: Keith Johnson, The Wall
Street Journal, 12/09/2009, Available at: http://blogs.wsj.com/environmentalcapital/2009/12/09/actionjackson-us-epa-boss-gets-warm-welcome-in-copenhagen, Last retrieved: 03/05/2012.
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In furtherance of this, to ensure that the fact did not become known, EPA’s senior
management team then in place were already striving internally to deftly manage the press’s
interest in the prospect, specifically by “downplay[ing]” it and seeking to avoid any coverage of,
or need to elaborate upon, this predetermination/decision;21 emails indicate that their biggest
concern was the prospect of a Senate political leader, Majority Leader Harry Reid, speaking too
openly about this decision which, developed with White House aide Carol Browner, was known
to a small circle outside of EPA’s political management team then in place.22 Further discerning
their precise thinking is difficult since many of these emails are heavily redacted; however, as
seemingly scripted, 10 months later the EPA issued the endangerment finding it had determined
de facto in the very first days of the current EPA administration and which led to the current
proposed rule (EPA’s argument is that the endangerment finding compelled this rule).23
The predetermination, which the record also shows was subsequently put into form in
collusion with environmental pressure groups, was the product of officials with unalterably

!
21

Email, From: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), To: David Cohen Allyn, Brooks-Lasure, Subject: Post
has checked in, 2/09/2009 (and accompanying thread from ); Email, From: David Cohen, To: Richard
Windsor (Lisa Jackson), cc: Lisa Heinzerling, David McIntosh, Subject: wh press-office conference call
today, 2/09/2009; Email, From: Lisa Heinzerling, To: Allyn LaSure, David Cohen, David McIntosh,
Subject: Fw: no quote from Administrator Jackson…, 02/09/2009; Email, From: David Cohen To:
Roxanne Smith, Allyn LaSure, Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson) Subject: roxanne: here’s the quote for
post, 2/09/2009.
!
22

Email, From: David McIntosh, To: Lisa Heinzerling, Allyn LaSure, David Cohen, Subject: no quote
from Administrator Jackson…, 02/09/2009 (partially redacted); Email, From: Lisa Heinzerling, To:
Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), Subject: Fw: no quote from Administrator Jackson…, 02/09/2009
(partially redacted); Email, From: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), To: Lisa Heinzerling, David
McIntosh, Allyn, Brooks-Lasure (non-official account)Subject: Fw: no quote from Administrator
Jackson…, 02/09/2009.
!
23

40 CFR Chapter I Endangerment and Clause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under
Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act; Final Rule, Available at: http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/
Downloads/endangerment/Federal_Register-EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0171-Dec.15-09.pdf. Last retrieved:
2/21/2014.
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closed minds — here is our answer, now get us there —and to the exclusion of the prescribed
opportunity for public input. Where we stand today was predetermined from the beginning.
This documentary record demonstrates there was predetermination to achieve a certain
outcome — the “endangerment” finding as premise for regulating power plants’ GHG emissions.
Since the rule at hand is the direct and intended result of this predetermination, before any actual
deliberation that nominally underpinned the December 2009 “endangerment” finding, this is
evidence of an “unalterably closed mind” on the instant proposed rule from the very beginning.24
The Agency pursued a predetermined outcome arrived upon before the rulemaking started. This
predetermination was in fact the rationale for undertaking the regulatory exercise we are now
involved with but which was illusory since the Agency intended from the start to propose this
rule, regardless of the evidence. There plainly was no realistic chance of achieving any other
outcome.

!
Further Evidence of EPA Predetermination, and Misleading the Public on this Rulemaking,
in Close Collaboration with Green Pressure Groups
The EPA’s stance on regulating power plant GHG emissions, as stated by EPA
Administrator Gina McCarthy, is that under the new round of rulemaking including the current
NSPS rule, coal will still be viable,25 a stance one would expect her to assert given that this must

!
24

Email, From: Lisa Heinzerling, To: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), Subject: information regarding
PSD & GHG, 02/10/2014.
!
25

Lindsay Morris, “Coal to Remain Viable, says EPA's McCarthy at COAL-GEN Keynote” Power
Engineering, Aug 15, 2012. Available at: http://www.power-eng.com/articles/2012/08/coal-to-remainviable-says-epas-mccarthy-at-coal-gen-keynote.html, last retrieved 1/31/2014.
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be the case under the law.26 Likewise, Janet McCabe, then a senior aide in (and now the
proposed nominee to lead) the Office of Air and Radiation, said in a hearing before the House
Energy and Commerce Committee that “We are not saying you can’t build a new coal plant in
America,” and that there will be a “clear regulatory path” for new coal plants to be constructed.27
Like efforts to rewrite the vow to “bankrupt” coal-fired power plants, this runs contrary to the
proposed rule and is directly contrary to express assertions of the president and vice-president
when campaigning for office (Joe Biden also stated, “‘No coal plants here in America,’ he said.
‘Build them, if they're going to build them, over there. Make them clean.’”28).
Many in the industry as well as the instant rule’s critics argue, however, that these
regulations don’t seek to make coal cleaner, but to “bankrupt” the industry altogether as thencandidate Obama vowed. House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Fred Upton (RMI) characterizes the record as indicating that “The EPA is holding the coal industry to
impossible standards.”29 Indeed, this rule as originally proposed was pulled due to it obviously

!
26

See: 42 U.S.C. § 7479 (3).

27
!

“EPA assailed on power plant regulations”, E2 Wire The Hill's Energy and Environmental Blog,
November 14, 2013. Available at: http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/e2-wire/190269-epa-assailed-onpower-plant-carbon-regs, last retrieved 1/31/2014.
!
28

Ben Smith, “Biden: No coal plants here in America”, Politico, September 23, 2008, http://
www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0908/Biden_No_coal_plants_here_in_America.html?showall.
Retrieved 3/8/14.
29
!

Id.
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requiring fuel-switching, impossibly characterizing a gas turbine as the best available emission
reduction technology for a coal plant.30
The Sierra Club’s “Beyond Coal” campaign has a stated objective that is perfectly
aligned with that result as well as with then-candidate Obama’s vow, put into practice
immediately by his EPA political appointees and manifesting itself in the instant proposed rule.
Featured prominently on their website, the Sierra Club states that it is its goal “to prevent new
coal plants from being built,” to “Retire one-third of the nation’s more than 500 coal plants by
2020,” and to “Keep coal in the ground.”31 It is the principal objective of the environmentalist
pressure group industry, and by chance we have obtained records documenting the Agency’s
improperly close collaboration with Sierra Club, as that industry’s lead point of contact and
advocate, on this shared agenda. However, this agenda is explicitly contrary to the stated public
goals of the EPA as it pursues the instant rulemaking.
It is noteworthy that every member of the EPA’s senior leadership who has not made his
or her career in the EPA or state level environmental agencies has a history of employment with
!
30

EPA Releases Revised Proposal for Electric Generating Unit New Source Performance Standards for
Carbon Dioxide Emissions, Sidney Austin LLP, 09/20/2013, Available at: http://www.sidley.com/files/
News/d5421595-8af9-4839-8080-001196831e60/Presentation/NewsAttachment/
0f1ed401-88af-4756-9f1a-010ff5011461/9.20.2013%20Environmental%20Update.pdf, Last retrieved:
3/5/2014.
!
31

“About Us”, Beyond Coal website. Available at http://content.sierraclub.org/coal/about-the-campaign,
last retrieved 1/31/2014. This goal is not limited to Sierra Club. Recently, 17 assorted environmental
pressure groups wrote a letter to President Obama, criticizing his use of the term “all of the above” with
relation to energy policy in the 2014 State of the Union address, instead, preferring the end of all fossil
fuels. Letter to President Barack Obama, January 16, 2014, from American Rivers, Clean Water Action,
Defenders of Wildlife, Earthjustice, Energy Action Coalition, Environment America, Environmental
Defense Fund, Friends of the Earth, League of Conservation Voters, National Audubon Society , National
Wildlife Federation, Native American Rights Fund, Natural Resources Defense Council , Oceana ,
Physicians for Social Responsibility, Population Connection, Sierra Club , Voices for Progress. Available
at: http://action.sierraclub.org/site/DocServer/All_of_the_Above_letter_Jan_16_FINAL_corrected.pdf?
docID=14881, last retrieved 1/31/2014.
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environmental pressure groups, including most of the groups that expressly urged the executive
branch to use all means potentially at its disposal to eliminate coal, and ultimately all
hydrocarbon or “fossil” fuels. The emails cited herein and obtained via FOIA requests show
clearly that people who spend years or decades trying to do something as activists, then migrate
into government, do not arrive at the issues anew, but come in to perform the same objective but
as government. Indeed -- as most obviously manifested in EPA bringing in Massachusetts v.
EPA advocate Lisa Heinzerling nominally to explore whether or not the Agency should do what
she had committed years of her professional life demanding it do -- these activists are brought in
precisely because of these predispositions and histories. The courts have recognized that, at
some level, this is to be expected, but that when “a clear and convincing showing that he has an
unalterably closed mind on matters critical to the disposition of the rulemaking,” is shown, they
should be disqualified.32
EPA paid the equivalent of lip-service to the obvious, formal (associational) conflicts of
interest with these same groups -- such that, e.g., a former Sierra Club activist would liaise with
Natural Resources Defense Council, and vice versa, yet still with former allies and colleagues
with whom they worked together on the issues such as Sierra’s John Coequyt working with
former NRDC official Michael Goo to stop “Zombie” coal plants from being resurrected,33 or
serially corresponding with Coequyt on plants the greens’ and EPA’s campaign are forcing off-

!
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Association of Nat'l Advertisers, Inc. v. FTC, 627 F.2d 1151, 1154 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

33
!

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Alex Barron, Subject: Zombies, 4/29/2011.
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line.34 Agency correspondence reveals EPA officials with a predetermined bias colluding on this
rule making — and the efforts that EPA says compelled this rule making — with outside groups
that have the same predetermined bias, achieving a predetermined outcome. Problematically for
this proposed rulemaking, this outcome is the stated objective of the environmental pressure
groups, and contrary to the stated (legally required) position of the EPA.
What’s more, the closed mind of these officials creates a situation where they “entirely
failed to consider an important aspect of the problem.”35 Ostensibly, all of these regulations are
in pursuit of mitigating climate change by limiting man’s contribution of CO2 emissions to the
global CO2 budget,36 which we are told by some defenders is the most “urgent” problem that we
face.37 However, as noted in FN 5, supra, under no scenario will this actually lead to lower
global levels of CO2 let alone a detectable climatic impact, which is also the consensus view of
even the “global treaty” Kyoto, perfectly implemented for 100 years. Even as EPA and its thirdparty allies proceeded with this rulemaking despite knowing it would have no impact on the
asserted problem being addressed -- climate change -- they completely ignored the economic

34
!

See Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Joseph Goffman, Michael Goo, Subject: Fwd:
[International-Coal] 1,200 MW White Stallion Coal Plant CANCELLED, 02/15/2013.
!
35

Louisiana-Pacific Corp. v. United States EPA, 281 Fed. Appx. 877, 878 (11th Cir. 2008) (citing Motor
Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983)).
!
36

See, What EPA is Doing, Available at: http://www2.epa.gov/carbon-pollution-standards/what-epadoing. Last retrieved 3/4/2014.
!
37

See, Oral Arguments of Solicitor General Donald Verilli, Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA, heard
Monday,02/24/2014, “And there really is an urgency here, you know, that's part of what's driving EPA in
this situation, of course, is understanding that this is an urgent environmental problem.” Available at:
http://www.supremecourt.gov/oral_arguments/argument_transcripts/12-1146_nk5h.pdf, last retrieved:
03/06/2014.
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problems caused by this regulation which by law must be considered.38 The rule represented a
shared vision, a political and/or ideological one (to end the use of coal in America) but most
certainly was not a rule making intended to mitigate climate change. This altered and improper
purpose likely explains the Agency’s decision to not consider the balance of interests, Rather, the
Agency managers who had come to EPA had already decided this proposed rule was something
that they were going to put in place, before they ever entered federal service. Incorporating by
reference our discussion here and in Comment4 of the president’s stated objective of propping up
an economically failed but political selected industry. That these failings of the rulemaking were
not considered is further evidence of predetermination, of course; it had been decided, here is our
answer, now get us there.
The president on whose behalf this rule is promulgated has plainly stated the objectives
of this rule and related rules that EPA insists it is compelled to issue as a result of the
endangerment finding, which are to “bankrupt” coal-fired power plants and “finally make
[renewables] profitable”. He has either consistently misstated the objectives or he consistently
told the truth about them. We believe it is the latter, and his effort to use the instant rule to
“bankrupt” coal is in fact problematic for the instant rulemaking, for reasons asserted elsewhere
in this Comment.
Regardless, that this objective not grounded in the urgency of a climate crisis was known
to EPA officials, who nonetheless proceeded in spite of relevant evidence that these regulations
would not accomplish their stated goal and would have serious economic consequences, because
38
!

See: 42 U.S.C. § 7479 (3), which reads in part, that when mandating new technology, “economic
impacts and other costs,” must be taken into account.
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the real goal was to bring about the economic viability of politically favored industries and the
end of politically disfavored industries. It amounts to nothing but a massive transfer of wealth
from one industry to another.39 This, along with other factors, such as their conflicts of interests,
lead to a predetermined, arbitrary outcome that was not based on the facts on record or the law,
but personal bias and for reasons not on the record or that Congress could not have considered in
passing the CAA.
Conflicted Individuals Leads to a Predetermined Outcome
The current and recent leadership at the EPA is rife with conflicts of interests, mainly
from former employees of environmental pressure groups that lobby the EPA on a nearly
continuous basis. This fact is well known by senior EPA officials. In one email, Bob
Perciasepe, the Deputy Administrator of the EPA, forwarded an article that he found “Worth
noting,”40 entitled “EPA Probes for Conflicts of Interest Should Start In Their Own Building,
Tallahassee.”41 The article noted that there were 13 high-level EPA officials, including 6 of 10

!
39

See, Comment 3.

!
40

Email, From: Bob Perciasepe, To: Brendan Gilfillan, Subject: Fw: Article, 05/21/2012.

!
41

“EPA Probes for Conflicts of Interest Should Start In Their Own Building”, May 17, 2012, Available
at: http://www.freemarketamerica.org/media-2/press-releases/58-epa-probes-for-conflicts-of-interestshould-start-in-their-own-building.html, Last retrieved 2/12/2014.
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regional administrators, who had previously worked for the various “green” groups that were
constantly lobbying these officials in their new positions at the EPA.42
Most of the officials listed remain in their jobs, others have been promoted within the
EPA or the broader Obama Administration in some cases, such as Michael Goo who was moved
to the Department of Energy to work on similar issues.43 Nonetheless, Goo, the Senior Advisor
for Policy, was heavily involved in rulemaking on greenhouse gasses.44 Being a former Chief
Operating Officer of the National Audubon Society, and before that with a previous stint at the
EPA,45 Perciasepe himself was on the list. EPA’s Joe Goffman, who these emails show was
EPA’s “Air” outreach and liaison to Sierra Club — and acknowledged he pushed Sierra requests

42
!

The officials listed, an illustrative but non-exclusive universe, are: Nancy Stoner, Interim Assistant
Administrator of Water, Formerly Worked for: Natural Resources Defense Council. Glenn Paulson, Chief
Scientist, Formerly Worked for: Natural Resources Defense Council. Michael L. Goo, Associate
Administrator for the Office of Policy, Formerly Worked for: Natural Resources Defense Council. Bob
Perciasepe, Deputy Administrator, Formerly Worked for: National Audubon Society. Cynthia Giles,
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement & Compliance, Formerly Worked for: The Conservation Law
Foundation's Advocacy Center. Michelle J. DePass, Asst. Administrator for the Office of International
and Tribal Affairs, Formerly Worked for: The New York City Environmental Justice Alliance. Mathy
Stanislaus, Assistant Administrator for Solid Waste Formerly Served on the Board of: NYC
Environmental Justice Alliance. Curt Spalding, Region 1DirectorFormerly Worked for: "Save the Bay"
and "Narragansett Bay Keeper". Judith A. Enck , Region 2 Director Formerly Worked for: New York
PIRG and Environmental Advocates of New York. Susan Hedman, Region 5 Director. Formerly Worked
for: Environmental Law and Policy Center and Center for Global Change. Karl Brooks, Region 7
Director, Formerly Worked for: Idaho Conservation League. James B. Martin – Region 8 Director,
Formerly Worked for: Environmental Defense Fund. Jared Blumenfeld – Region 9 Director, Formerly
Worked for: Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, the NRDC and International Fund for Animal Welfare.
!
43

Robin Bravender, Katherine Ling, “Cool kids' jump to Moniz's new policy shop”, E&E News,
November 12,2013. Available at: http://www.eenews.net/stories/1059990330, Last retrieved 2/19/2012.
!
44

See, e.g.:Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Lorie Schmidt, Shannon Kenny, Alex Barron,
Subject: NSPS green group letter, 9/20/2011. From: Lena Moffitt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Have a
second talk NSPS? 7/29/2011. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Joseph Goffman, Rohan Patel, Michael
Goo, Jonathan Lubetsky, Subject: FYI. GA Power Plant Development, 04/10/2012. Email, From: John
Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Fwd: new source brief, 7/23/2012. Email, From: Michael Goo, To:
Alex Barron, Subject: Fw: new source brief, 7/24/2012.
45
!

See: Open Secrets – Robert Perciasepe, at: http://www.opensecrets.org/revolving/rev_summary.php?
id=24591, Last retrieved 2/19/2014.
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regarding “New Source Performance Standards for GHG emissions” outside of “normal
channels”46, is a veteran of more than a dozen years with the Environmental Defense Fund (and
was “a member of the board of directors of the Environmental Resources Trust, a not-for-profit
organization” affiliated with EDF and Audubon and lobbyist C. Boyden Gray, “to create
innovative market-based projects and transactions that yield environmental benefits.47).
Conflicts of interest and special treatment for Sierra Club permeate the entirety of EPA’s rule
making team, and the instant rulemaking.
EPA’s failure to recuse from all advisory and decision-making activities those individuals
with clear conflicts of interest, e.g., former EDF counsel Goffman and NRDC counsel Goo to
liaise with Sierra Club, impeaches any pretense of impartiality by EPA in the proposal of this
rule. Commenters argue that EPA has failed to respect conflict of interest prohibitions such that
the instant proposed rule is invalid and must be conducted free of such conflicts.
This list alone doesn’t capture all of the known conflicts within EPA’s senior policy
circle. Al Armendariz, the former Region 6 Administrator — an EPA official involved in EPA’s
regulation of greenhouse gases at issue here,48 who resigned after a video surfaced of him saying
his philosophy was to “crucify” energy companies,49 has readily admitted that he had a conflict

!
46

Email, From: Joseph Goffman, To Patricia Embrey and four others including Rob Brenner, Subject:
Fw: New Source Performance Standards for GHG emissions, 9/26/2010.
!
47

Goffman Bio, http://nicholas.duke.edu/cgc/seminars/goffman-1.pdf, last accessed 3/7/14. http://
www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Environmental_Resources_Trust.
!
48

See e.g., Meeting Email, From Janet McCabe, Subject: GHG discussion, “Required: Al Armendariz”,
“Where: Environmental Defense Fund”. 12/13/2010.
!
49

Darren Samuelsohn and Erica Martinson, “Armendariz exits EPA quickly after 'crucify' video”,
Politico, April 30, 2012. Available at: http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0412/75760.html, Last
retrieved 2/3/2014.
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of interest with the Sierra Club,50 certain officials of which he prominently listed on his
resume.51 Other emails confirm this fact was known by others in the EPA as well, although his
input in this situation was redacted.52 Likewise, Armendariz prominently lists himself as a
“technical advisor” to WildEarth Guardians while he was a Professor at Southern Methodist
University.53
Nonetheless, emails affirm a practice of conflicts being ignored, with Armendariz
improperly involved in high-level meetings with the Sierra Club,54 and in continuous contact and
frequently meeting with former client Jeremy Nichols of WildEarth Guardians.55 It is clear both
by numerous allusions in the emails, as well as Nichols’ position as the Director of the Climate
and Energy Program at WildEarth Guardians,56 that discussing energy issues related to this
rulemaking was on the agenda. In Armendariz’s case, it was a complete revolving door. Once

!
50

Email, From: Al Armendariz, To: Bub Sussman, CC: Larry Starfield, Bob Perciasepe, Janet McCabe,
Gina McCarthy, Subject: Re: Summit Power 11/14/2010.
!
51

See: Appendix B, Armendariz Resume.

!
52

Email, From: Al Armendariz, To: Lawrence Starfield, cc: Suzanne Murray, Layla Mansur, Subject: Re:
IMPORTANT - new Complaint for infrastructure SIPs for 1997 8-hor ozone NAAQS - information
needed for CD, 11/04/2010 (partially redacted).
53
! Armendariz
!
54

Resume.

Email, From: Janet McCabe, Subject: GHG discussion, 12/13/2013.

!
55

Email, From: Al Armendariz, To: Jeremy Nichols, 12/8/2009. From: Jeremy Nichols, To: Al
Armendariz 12/8/2009. Email, From: Jeremy Nichols, To: Alarmendariz, Subject: Re: Congrats,
7/13/2010. Email, From: Al Armendariz, To: Jeremy Nichols, 2/13/2010. Email, From: Jeremy Nichols,
To: Al Armendariz, cc: Joyce Runyan, Subject: Congrats, 7/13/2010. Email, From: Al Armendariz, To:
Jeremy Nichols, Subject: Re: Congrats 7/23/2010. Email, From: Al Armendariz, To: Jeremy Nichols,
7/24/2010. Email, From: Jeremy Nichols, To: Al Armendariz, Subject: Re: change of plan, 7/24/2010,
this list is not exhaustive, but just a sample of emails discussing meetings and discussions.
56
!

Meet our Staff, WildEarth Guardians, Available at: http://www.wildearthguardians.org/site/PageServer?
pagename=about_staff#.UxDE6YWimSo, Last Retrieved 2/28/2014.
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exposure of his carrying on with the green-group approach at EPA led to inevitable resignation,57
he simply moved over to Sierra Club. Yet before his new job with the Sierra Club was publicly
announced, the Sierra Club called Arvin Ganesan, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy at the
EPA, and informed him that Armendariz “has accepted a job with the Sierra Club and will run
their anti-coal campaign in the Texas region.”58 Ganesan then explained in an email that “Sierra
Club will NOT be making this announcement Friday afternoon, but this has the potential to spill
out before then.”59 Additionally, Alex Barron’s emails also reveal he was obviously an activist at
EPA, colluding with Sierra Club (see Barron email correspondence cited herein).
In other words, the potential for predetermination on the exact policy established in the
proposed rule, pre-existing collusion and a conflict of interest was ignored by high-level EPA
officials, treating it more like a PR problem than an actual procedural violation of the law. We
incorporate by reference our prior comments regarding the problems that possible expectations
of these past-and-likely-future employers pose for EPA officials involved in policy discussions.
These conflicts of interest point to an improperly close and collusive relationship,
recognizing no distinction between the Agency and green pressure groups other than one’s ability
to formally publish rules in the Federal Register. This relationship, and the movement of
personnel back and forth between green pressure groups and EPA supports the conclusion that

!
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Darren Samuelsohn and Erica Martinson, “Armendariz exits EPA quickly after 'crucify' video”,
Politico, April 30, 2012. Available at: http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0412/75760.html, Last
retrieved 2/3/2014.
!
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Email, From: Arvin Ganesan, To: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson), Gina McCarthy, Bob Perciasepe,
Diane Thompson, Brendan Gilfillan, Bob Sussman, Laura Vaught, Subject: Al Armendariz 6/27/2012.
59
!

Id.
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senior EPA officials had their minds made up before they came to EPA and demonstrate no
personal indication of having changed their outlook, or being open to doing so. The President’s
goal is to promulgate regulations to kill coal, not merely make it cleaner in a constantly changing
definition of “clean”. By clear imputation, that, too, is the goal of the EPA presidential
appointees. There is no evidence that crafting a rule that would allow coal to be technologically
and economically viable, as is the stated position both of the EPA and is required by law,60 ever
crossed their minds. There is evidence, however, including that cited in this Comment that the
opposite was their intended purpose. People with these conflicts of interest demonstrate a clear
pattern of improper collusion, improper influence, and a lack of real opportunity for others to
have input or equal opportunity to comment in the rulemaking process. The minds of the
officials were “unalterably made up,” for reasons not on the record, and were made for reasons
not involving anything Congress could have foreseen when writing the CAA, nor anything
Congress intended to be considered when rulemaking under CAA. This predetermination on the
part of the decision-makers makes their decision arbitrary and capricious, which should
invalidate the rulemaking.
Improper Collusion Ensures Improper Outcome
EPA/Sierra Collusion to End Coal
Even more important than the conflicts of interests tainting the process are the actions
taken by EPA officials regarding these regulations. Emails obtained by E&E Legal and FMELC
as well as the Competitive Enterprise Institute show that officials closely aligned with outside
environmental pressure groups, especially the Sierra Club, colluded with members of these
60
!

See: 42 U.S.C. § 7479 (3).
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groups to achieve a predetermined outcome, namely, the end of the coal industry brought about
by EPA regulation.
Consider one illustrative email between Assistant Administrator for Policy Michael Goo
and Senior Advisor in the Office of Policy Alex Barron that demonstrates their knowledge of
regulations they were working on — and working on closely with Sierra Club —would not allow
for coal to be viable. The comments by EPA are redacted in full but we still see Goo forwarding
to Barron an email with an article suggesting that EPA’s rule will “wipe out coal”.61 The brief,
entire comment from Barron is redacted as “deliberative process”, indicating that EPA is
deliberating whether its rule will kill coal. Regardless, we can see what the operative assumption
is between these EPA officials working on the rule and their Sierra Club partners in a similar
correspondence from the director of the Sierra Club’s “Beyond Coal” campaign, John Coequyt.
In response to an article written about then Assistant Administrator McCarthy’s statement
that coal would remain viable, Coequyt simply forwarded the email to Goo, and Barron. With
his forwarded article, he included only the commentary: “Pants on fire.”62
That phrase, “Pants on fire” (as in, Liar, liar…) is the well-known assessment assigned by
self-appointed fact-checkers “Politifact”, that a “statement is not accurate and makes a ridiculous
claim.”63 In other words, it is understood that the rule they were working on collaboratively —

!
61

Email, From: Alex Barron, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Re: Will EPA's greenhouse regs wipe out coal?
3/28/2012 (partially redacted).
!
62

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Alex Barron, Subject Fwd:[CLEAN-STRATEGY] Coal
to Remain Viable, says EPA’s McCarthy at COAL-GEN Keynote, 8/16/2012 4:33pm.
63
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http://www.politifact.com/.
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as other emails show, with Sierra having unique influence unmatched by any other party — is
one they know will not leave coal viable, that Ms. McCarthy is misstating for the public what
they know in private to be the outcome. And again, they would know this, as they worked
collaboratively to ensure the standard was aimed at keeping targeted coal plants from coming on
line: “Attached is a list of plants that the companies said were shelved because of uncertainty
around GHG regulations. If a standard is set that these plants could meet, there is not a small
chance that the company could decide to revive the proposal.”64 Coequyt had some reason to
believe he could be persistent on this.65 This was successful, as his EPA partner Barron shared
his concerns and disseminated this email to other important EPA officials with whom it drew
follow-up action. For example, Michael Goo’s assistant followed up specifically seeking a copy
and certain information in the attachment.66
The fear that some plants might still be able to open remained one of Coequyt’s chief
concerns, regularly communicated to top EPA officials regarding the issue. Later on in 2011,
Coequyt emailed Barron bragging of the numbers of coal plants they had stopped. “Here is the
official word from the Beyond Coal Campaign. You can cite us for internal use for sure. 153

!
64

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Alex Barron, Subject: Zombie’s[sic] 4/29/2011
02:35PM.
!
65

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Check this out, 8/17/2011. Email, From: John
Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Numbers. 9/07/2011. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex Barron,
Subject: Check this out, 8/17/2011. From: John Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: You are looking at
this, right? 9/07/2011..
!
66

Email, From Robin Kime, To: Verma Irving, Subject: May I please have 1 copy of this email and tab 1
of the attachments, 3 hole punched? Thanks!, 4/29/2011, forwarding Coequyt’s “Zombie’s” email/
spreadsheet.
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defeated/26 progressing.”67 He goes on to predict 70% of the remaining plants would be stopped
as well.68 Particularly staggering in this observation is that he encourages this statistic to be used
for “internal use.” This confirms that Coequyt and Barron shared the same goal, as they
understood so did others in the EPA, of eliminating coal plants, regardless of any reasonable
environmental standards any plant might meet, but that they didn’t want the public to know that.
This was not an isolated instance. Coequyt had a particularly collaborative working relationship
with Goo and Barron, meeting with them on a nearly continuous basis, as revealed by the

!
67

Email, From: Alex Barron, To: Shannon Kenny, Paul Balserak, Al McGartland, David A. Evans,
Subject: Fw: Zombie’s [sic]. 4/29/2011, 07:51pm. Al McGartland is the Office Director for the National
Center for Environmental Economics (NCEE) at the EPA, Shannon Kennyis the Acting Principal Deputy
Associate Administrator at the EPA, Paul Balserak is a Policy Analyst at the EPA, and David A. Evans, an
economist at the NCEE. This suggests that he was informing economists and policy analysts of
Coequyt’s fear that some plants might be economically viable if they wrote the rule “wrong,” and wanted
to ensure this didn’t happen.
68
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Id.
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emails.69 They worked to minimize the record of these dealings, moving off-site to the Starbucks
at the J.W. Marriott hotel across the street from EPA, avoiding the need to sign Coequyt into the
Agency’s logs.70
While the closest relationships were obviously between Coequyt, Barron and Goo, they
were not exclusive. Coequyt had close relationships with other top EPA officials and
communicated with them on various other plant closures and other issues.71 Others included on
these emails are members of organizations with whom certain EPA officials, such as Goo, have

!
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Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Re: John, 3/31/2011. Email, From: Michael
Goo, To: John Coequyt, Subject: John, March 31, 2011, 3/31/2011. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex
Barron, Subject: Do you have a phone number? 04/01/2011. Email, From: Alex Barron, To: John
Coequyt, Subject: Re: Do you have a phone number? 4/1/2011. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex
Barron, Subject: Can we chat today, 8/17/2011. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Subject:
Re: Do you have 5mn to chat after 2pm? 5/29/2012. Email, From: Alex Barron, To: John Coequyt, To:
Alex Barron, Subject: Do you have 5mn to chat after 2pm? 5/29/2012. Email, From: John Coequyt, To:
Alex Barron, Subject: Do you have 5mn to chat after 2pm? 5/29/2012. Email, From: John Coequyt, To:
Alex Barron, Subject: You have a minute to chat this afternoon? 6/22/2012. Email, From: Michael Goo,
To: Alex Barron, Subject: General Discussion 3513A, Required: Alex Barron, John Coequyt, 08/30/2012.
Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Can we talk today? 6/01/2012. Email, From:
Arvin Ganesan, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Fw:fw: Thursday, 10/10/2011. From: John Coequyt, To:
Michael Goo, Subject: Accepted: General Discussion, 8/29/2012. Email, From: John Coequyt, To:
Michael Goo, Subject: Accepted: Meeting w/Coequyt See Notes, 5/15/2012. Email, From: Michael Goo,
To: John Coequyt, Subject: Re: Meeting Request for Next Week, 5/12/2012. Email, From: John Coequyt,
To: Michael Goo, Subject: Meeting Request for Next Week, 05/11/2012. Email, From: Michael Goo, To:
Alex Barron, John Coequyt, Subject: Update: Meeting w/Coequyt & Joanne - See Notes, 5/14/2012.
Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: I have a quick question if you have a minute,
07/05/2012. Email: From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Lunch friday with Walke and I?
8/21/2012. Email, From: Michael Goo, To: John Coequyt, Subject: Re: Lunch friday with Walke and I?
8/21/2012. Email, From: Robin Kime, To: John Coequyt, Subject: Fw: Michael, 8/29/2012. Email,
From: Robin Kime, To: John Coequyt, Subject: Re: Michael, 8/29/2012. Email, From: Robin Kime, To:
John Coequyt, Subject: Michael, 8/29/2012. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Robin Kime, Subject: Re:
Michael, 8/29/2013. Email, From: Robin Kime, To: John Coequyt, Subject: Re: Michael, 08/29/2012.
Email, From: John Coequyt To: Robin Kime, Subject: Re: Michael, 08/29/2012. Email, From: John
Coequyt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Can we chat? 9/24/2012.
!
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Email, From: Robin Kime To: John Coequyt Subject Re: Michael, 8/29/12; Email, From: Michael Goo,
To: Alex Barron, John Coequyt, Subject: Udpate: Meeting w/Coequyt & Joanne- See Notes, 5/14/12.
! From:
71

John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Arvin Ganesan, Alex Barron, Joseph Goffman, Joel Beauvais,
Subject: Fwd: Update on White Stallion plant ("transitional source"), 11/29/2012. Email: From: Joseph
Goffman, Subject: Meeting with Sierra Club, Required: Joanne Spalding, John Coequyt, Kevin Culligan,
Optional Amit Srivasta, 8/30/2012..
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conflicts of interests.72 Coequyt updated top EPA officials on Sierra Club PR efforts to influence
reporting on various issues, and the media results from hearings they both worked on.73 EPA
officials responded by helping “amplify” Sierra’s message via social media by forwarding a
Sierra advocacy effort that was turned into a Time magazine article.74 (Sierra Club’s president
emailed this to Jackson at her personal, Verizon email account, from which she forwarded it to
EPA for amplification).
EPA colluding with these green pressure groups on public advocacy efforts aligned with
supporting their shared agenda was not unusual. Deputy Administrator Bob Perciasepe arranged
to coordinate with two dozen groups including Sierra to help them continue to have greater
influence in the process but specifically to aid the groups’ and EPA’s shared regulatory agenda
(“the purpose is to create a photo-op and narrative beat for the comment gathering efforts on the
issue. Groups will use materials from the event to communicate with supporters and recruit
additional comment signers via newsletter, emails and social media”)75; Gina McCarthy
specifically requested officials reach out to groups “we normally work with when we have a

72
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Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Alex Barron, David McIntosh, Arvin Ganesan, Lorie
Schmidt, Joel Beauvais, Subject: (Blank) 4/13/2011. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo,
Arvin Ganesan, Joseph Goffman, Alexandra Teitz, Alex Barron, Lorie Schmidt, Jonathan Lubetsky,
Shannon Kenny, Subject: Fwd: Big Day in DC - EPA Hearing Summary and Thank You! 5/25/2012.
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73

Email, From: Elena Saxonhouse, To: David Doniger, Joanne Spalding, Megan Ceronsky, Ann Weeks,
John Coequyt, Subject: Update on White Stallion plant ("transitional source") 11/29/2012. From: John
Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Fwd: Should someone from SC listen to this? I cannot. Fwd:
[CLEAN] Webinar: NRDC Presents: Closing the Power Plan Carbon Pollution Loophole, 12/14/2012
!
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Email, From: Lisa Jackson, To: Alisha Johnson, Brendan Gilfillan, Michael Moats, Seth Oster, Adora
Andy, David McIntosh, Michael Goo, Gina McCarthy, Subject: Fw: TIME's Bryan Walsh on his Sierra
Club-sponsored mercury test, 4/14/2011.
75
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Email, From: Bob Perciasepe, Subject: Deputy administrator's Meeting with Enviros - receipt of
500,000 communications.
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message developed,”76 showing again there was no clear line between the EPA and the Sierra
Club for many top EPA officials. They worked together on a near continuous basis and shared
the same agenda, namely, the end of the coal industry as promised by the president, while a
candidate, to “finally make” electricity industry sectors that cannot compete with coal
“profitable”.
EPA/Sierra Collusion on Rules and Permits
The evidence as shown in the emails demonstrates that not only has the Sierra Club been
in close coordination with the coal issue in general, prior to this rulemaking, but has been in
close contact with these same individuals concerning the NSPS rule specifically numerous
times.77 This includes meeting with top officials, giving them reports and studies not on the
record78 and ensuring they had access directly to top EPA officials, namely McCarthy and
Perciasepe, concerning the NSPS rule.79 They also worked together toward the same ends.

76
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Email, From: Gina McCarthy, To: Beth Craig, cc: Don Zinger, Steve Page, Subject: Fw: Oil Burning,
4/29/2010.
!
77

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Lorie Schmidt, Shannon Kenny, Alex Barron, Subject:
NSPS green group letter, 9/20/2011. From: Lena Moffitt, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Have a second talk
NSPS? 7/29/2011. Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Joseph Goffman, Rohan Patel, Michael Goo, Jonathan
Lubetsky, Subject: FYI. GA Power Plant Development, 04/10/2012. Email, From: Steve Page, To: Gina
McCarthy cc: Peter Tsirigotis, Subject: Re: NSPS, 4/27/2010. Email, From: Gina McCarthy, To: Steve
Page, Peter Tsirigotis, cc: Janet McCabe, Joseph Goffman, Subject: NSPS, 4/27/2010.
!
78

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Fwd: new source brief, 7/23/2012. Email,
From: Michael Goo, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Fw: new source brief, 7/24/2012. Email, From: Steve
Page, To: Gina McCarthy cc: Peter Tsirigotis, Subject: Re: NSPS, 4/27/2010. Email, From: Gina
McCarthy, To: Steve Page, Peter Tsirigotis, cc: Janet McCabe, Joseph Goffman, Subject: NSPS,
4/27/2010.
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79

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: NSPS Meeting with Green Group and Gina,
1/13/2012. Email, From: Cynthia Browne, To: Gina McCarthy, cc: Amit Srivastava, Don Zinger, Julia
Miller, Subject: Dinner, Sierra Club 5/31/2011. Email, From: Cynthia Browne, To: Gina McCarthy, cc:
Amit Srivastava, Don Zinger, Julia Miller, Subject: Dinner, Sierra Club 5/31/2011. Email, From: Steven
Page, To: Gina McCarthy, Subject: Accepted: Meeting with Sierra Club, EDF, and NRDC.
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McCarthy sought a specific summary of Sierra’s arguments why GHG are already regulated
under the Clean Air, to help her prepare an answer to a petition to block a permit for an existing
coal-fired power plant,80 just as she did for granting a permit EPA needed because the plant was
to use the CCS technology that EPA depends upon claiming is viable for purposes of the instant
rule.81
Sierra’s Coequyt provided EPA staff suggested reading material on NSPS, which Goo
accepted and indicated he would consider, and then forwarded to Alex Barron for his
consideration.82 Coequyt made sure Goo, Barron and two other EPA contacts received copies of
e.g., “NSPS green group letter.”83 Coequyt felt comfortable enough with Michael Goo, and felt
there was no light between his position and EPA policy official Goo’s that he was comfortable
enough to ask Goo either to be his stand-in at a “NSPS Meeting with Green Group and Gina”, or
ensure the meeting did not occur without the participation of one of Sierra Club’s key contacts in
the Agency working on this rule; if the latter, this plainly is because of the single shared agenda

80
!

Email, From: Beth Craig, To: Patricia Embrey and Jeffrey Clark, Subject: Clean Air Act Title V Petition
- Big Stone. 8/05/2009. Craig wrote, “Is is possible to put together a short summary of the arguments that
the Sierra Club made on why GHG are currently regulated under the CAA? Gina would like to get a copy.
It is the Issue#3 section of the attached”, which summary was prepared and Craig then forwarded
(attachment not provided by EPA), “Gina, As requested.”
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81

See e.g., Email, From: Gina McCarthy, To: Rob Brenner, Subject: Fw: Draft Permit for Summit Power,
10/27/2010.
!
82

See e.g., Email thread involving From Michael Goo and John Coequyt Subject: “new source brief”,
7/23/2012; forwarded by Goo to Barron 7/24/2012.
!
83

See e.g., Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Lorie Schmidt, Shannon Kenny, Alex Barron,
Subject: NSPS green group letter”, Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael GoSee also, e.g., Email,
From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: Letter. 1/09/2012 (attachment not provided by EPA).
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between Sierra Club and an EPA official materially involved in this rulemaking/former NRDC
activist who had closely worked in that capacity with Sierra Club on these issues.84
This was typical of senior EPA officials involved in this proposed rule. Gina McCarthy85
and Robert Sussman86 reciprocated this closeness, seeking direct input from Sierra on various
issues, including on “power plants” and various power plant permitting issues (something that
rightly ought to be closer to a quasi-judicial proceeding than a rulemaking). During the same
period as the green groups were closely meeting with EPA officials on NSPS, Bob Perciasepe
met with “the head of the Sierra Club” when EPA Administrator Jackson “suggested Mike
[Brune] get in touch,” which he did through John Coequyt and his former colleague, now close
contact in EPA Michael Goo.87 Other emails fully redact discussion of conversations with Sierra
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Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Michael Goo, Subject: NSPS Meeting with Green Group and Gina.
1/13/2012.
!
85

Email, From: Gina McCarthy, To: Bob Perciasepe, Subject: Re: Sierra Club, 02/09/2011, heavily
redacted as “deliberative process”, but including e.g., “Yes we should call. Let’s discuss in morning and
one of us will call” (Perciasepe in response to redacted McCarthy assertions/question); numerous others
also show McCarthy working with the groups, from emails arranging meetings to dinner at the
Metropolitan Club to hosting meet-and-greet events for their officials to saying she is in regular personal
contact with them.
!
86

See FN 81. See also, Email, From: Beth Craig, To: Bob Sussman, Subject: Re: Power Plant
Information, 3/23/2009. “Dear Bob, Attached for your review is follow up information from our meeting
with the Sierra Club on power plant permitting…Looking forward to having a discussion about this
document and next steps” (attachment not produced by EPA). Meeting Email, From: Bob Sussman, To:
Beth Craig, Bruce Nilles, David Bookbinder, Richard Ossias, Steve Page, Subject: Coal Plant Permits.
2/27/2009 (meeting on 3/02/2009); Email, From: Bob Sussman, To: Adam Kushner, Beth Craig, Steve
Page, Richard Ossias, Bill Harnett, Subject: Re: David Bookbinder— Cliffside Plant. 4/06/2009 (relating
a conversation with Sierra’s Bookbinder but redacting almost the entirety of the substance as “deliberative
process”).
87
!

Email, From: Michael Goo, To: Bob Perciasepe, Teri Porterfield,, Subject: Fw: Meeting with Bob
Perciasepse. 12/06/2012.
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representatives.88 Likewise, on related issues concerning other NAAQS, numerous emails,
heavily redacted, suggest that any concern from the Sierra Club prompted fear amongst more
junior EPA officials.89 We cannot know ultimately what was decided, because most of what is
inside this chain of emails is heavily redacted, leaving the record incomplete.
EPA/Green Group Collusion on Public Hearings
One of the clearest indicators of improper collusion is how the Sierra Club and other
related green pressure groups and various EPA officials colluded to choose which places to hold
public hearings on regulations in an attempt to get the most favorable audience possible for their
agenda. Vicki Patton of the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) emailed James Martin,90 a
former Senior Attorney with EDF for eight years who moved his practice in-house to the current
EPA as Region 8 Administrator (Rocky Mountain West),91 being the one to inform this senior
EPA official of new greenhouse gas rules being proposed the next day and seeking out his input
on where EPA and apparently EDF should decide to hold the required field hearings.92 Patton
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See e.g., Email thread, including Richard Wayland, Mike Thrift, Janet McCabe, Kevin McLean,
Michael Ling, Sara Schneeberg, Scott Mathies, 6/06/2012, “Had an interesting discussion with Josh
Stebbins of Sierra Club just now”, with all substance of two pages of relating the details redacted as
“deliberative process.”
!
89

Email, From: Mike Thrift, To: Sarah Schneeberg, cc: Janet McCabe, Kevin McLean, Michael Ling,
Scott Mathias, Richard Wayland, Subject: Re: Fw: April 12, 2012 Letter. 06/06/2012.
!
90

Notably, she contacted Martin on his private account, the use of which later lead to Martin’s
resignation. See: Press Release: Vitter: EPA Lied about Region 8 Administrator's Email Use, Senate
Committee on Environment and Public Works. Available at: http://www.epw.senate.gov/public/
index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=4ba862dc-c7d0-158a-c18bc30d33b30168, last retrieved 2/3/2014.
See: James Martin – Linkedin, Available at: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/james-martin/16/9ab/360,
Last retrieved 3/4/2014.
!
91

92
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Email, From: Vicki Patton, To: James Martin, Subject: Re: Questions on NSPS for GHGs, Date: March
25, 2012.
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telling Martin this information before he hears about it from his actual superiors at the EPA
demonstrates a very high level of access for groups like the EDF, further demonstrating that there
was no clear distinction between the two and that Martin’s mind was unalterably made up. His
position was that of his former colleagues, not the official position of the EPA. Patton’s
suggestion to Martin was to engage the “public” in hearings where the participation would be
heavily skewed to pro-EPA activism.93
Patton’s suggestion was too much even for Martin, who realized that San Francisco has
no coal plants and Seattle only has one that is being phased out, noting that “Choosing either
may create opportunities for the industry to claim EPA is tilting the playing field.”94 This
properly noted that the claim could be made, if not the implications for a fair and proper public
hearing. His and his former green-group associates’ minds were unalterably made up and joined
to promote the shared, desired outcome. They chose Denver to avoid the perception, although
Martin also asks EDF, who he expects to show up in force, to “play up the RPS (Renewable
Portfolio Standards) and CACJ (Clean Air Clean Jobs) here, too.”
This isn’t the only instance of the EPA coordinating with green pressure groups in order
to script the statutorily required hearings together, on this and directly relevant matters. The
Sierra Club emailed Joseph Goffman, asking where the EPA was planning on holding public

!
93

Id.

94
!

Email, From: James Martin, To: Vickie Patton, Subject:Re: Question on NSPS for GHG's 3/25/2012.
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hearings.95 When Goffman replied that they hadn’t decided yet,96 Coequyt suggested Seattle,
Denver, Minneapolis, Boston, Philadelphia and Virginia.97 The email was then forwarded to
other EPA officials for their consideration.98
Ultimately, EPA held a hearing in Philadelphia, where the EPA also ensured that Sierra
Club and the American Lung Association had booths and held a press conference in support of
their agenda.99 Sierra Club worked to stack the deck, bringing in buses from Boston and
Pittsburgh to the hearing,100 and there were also people brought in from what the emails describe
as “enviro groups” from Michigan and Wisconsin, as well as coordinated attendance with other
groups such as the NAACP, and faith groups and industry leaders, and Sierra Club let the EPA
know it was doing it.101 In yet another public event, the EPA tried to coordinate with Sierra Club
to move an event from DC to Texas, because “She noted they have a ‘lot of people in TX who
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95

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Joseph Goffman, Subject:EPA Hearings for Carbon Protection Rule,
03/28/2012.
!
96

Email, From: Joseph Goffman, To: John Coequyt, Subject:Re: EPA Hearings for Carbon Protection
Rule, 03/29/2012.
!
97

Email, From: John Coequyt, To: Joseph Goffman, Subject:Re: EPA Hearings for Carbon Protection
Rule. 03/29/2012.
98
!

Email, From: Joseph Goffman, To: Jenny Noonan, Subject:Fw: EPA Hearings for Carbon Protection
Rule, 03/29/2012.
!
99

Email, From: Steve Page, To: Gina McCarthy, Subject: Philly Public Hearing, 5/11/2011.

!
100

Email, From: Jan Cortelyou-Lee, To: Alison Davis, Steve Page, Peter Tsirigotis, Jeffrey Clark, Jenny
Noonan, Sarah Terry, Robert J Wayland, Bill Maxwell, Jackie Ashley, Kelly Rimer, Subject: Re: Chicago
toxics hearing summary, 05/25/2011.
!
101

Email, From: Alison Davis, To: Steve Page, Peter Tsirigotis, Jeffery Clark, Jenny Noonan, Jan
Cortelyou-Lee, Sara Terry, Robert J Wayland, Bill Maxwell, Jackie Ashley, Kelly Rimer, Subject:
Chicago toxics hearing summary 05/24/2014.
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are concerned’” about the revisions (emphasis added).102 There is much more discussion of this
issue, but unfortunately, the email is heavily redacted, tellingly invoking the “deliberative
process” exemption for their coordination with Sierra Club as EPA does in many emails.
This series of emails demonstrate that high-level EPA officials and green groups colluded
to the same end, namely, achieving the same goal. There was no suggestion that their goals
might be different or that a truly fair hearing was necessary or desirable. Having real input from
people affected by the regulations is precisely the opposite of what they are looking for; it is just
more of former activists talking to their old friends at the various environmental pressure groups,
a charade of real input put on by officials who had already unalterably made up their minds.
EPA/Sierra Collusion on Rule Comments
Emails also show that EPA officials not only are predetermined in their outcome, but
actively work to give the Sierra Club a leg up in comment records beyond what others in the
public would be granted.103 In one notable exchange, Marie Bergen a regional Sierra Club
employee, forwarded a petition on carbon rules to John Coequyt, who in turn forwarded them to
Alex Barron and Jonathan Lubetsky at the EPA, asking if the petition could be included, even
though “many of which were signed before the comment period officially opened. They wanted
to make sure you all included them in your tally of supporters.”104 It was kicked around to

!
102

Email, From: Sam Napolitano, To: Joseph Goffman, Subject: Sierra Club Request for a CSAPR
Technical Corrections Proposal Hearing in TX. 10/18/2011 (partially redacted).
!
103

Email, From: Marie Bergen, To: John Coequyt, Subject: Carbon Rule Comments for EPA from
Change.org, 6/13/2012.
104
!

Email, From: John Coquyt, To: Jonathan Lubetsky, Subject: Fwd: Carbon Rule Comments for EPA
from Change.org, 06/20/2012.
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various officials until it was submitted for comment.105 This habit of including comments from
the Sierra Club that were submitted before the comment period opens has continued on this
rulemaking as well. A recent search of the record so far on the NSPS rule reveals 41 comments
from Sierra Club members that were written before the current rulemaking was opened in
November, 2013,106 but are nonetheless included on the record.107
Other examples exist of EPA officials acting unilaterally to ensure Sierra input was part
of another rulemaking targeting coal-fired power, again showing favoritism and potentially
violating the law beyond merely including comments before the period was open. Stephanie
Kodish of the Clean Air Counsel emailed a report on behalf of Sierra Club and other green
groups108 to Gina McCarthy, Janet McCabe, and Phil Lorang at the EPA concerning a reduction
in “regional haze” — a controversial effort by EPA usurping authorities granted the states under
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Email, From: Kevin Culligan, To: Alex Barron, Subject: Re:Fw: Carbon Rule Comments for EPA from
change.org, 06/20/2012.
!
106

Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions for New Stationary Sources: Electric Utility
Generating Units, Available at: http://www.regulations.gov/#!docketDetail;D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495,
Last retrieved 3/3/2014.
!
107

See, Comments submitted bySierra Club email system: W. Elton, submitted on 10/01/2013; Charles
Walker, 10/31/2013; Dr. Lawrence Thomas, 10/13/2013; Ms. Betty Shore, 10/29/2013; Mr. James Mast,
10/30/2013; Ms. Robin Thompson, 10/29/2013; Joshua Rushhaupt, Sierra Club Rocky Mountain Chapter
Director, 10/30/2013; Ms. Cynthia Patrick, 10/27/2013; Mrs. Margaret Weimer, 10/28/2013; Mrs. GB
Tefft, 10/27/2013; Wendy Scott, 10/30/2013; Thomas van Thiel, 10/18/2013; Mr. Ned Flaherty,
10/27/2013; Mr. Richard Kiefer, 10/18/2013; Susan Matteson, 10/18/2013; Ms. Deborah Miller,
10/12/2013; Mr. Edwin Hurwitz, 10/18/2013; Ms. Shoshana Blank, 10/25/2013; Mr. Ned Flaherty,
10/07/2013; Mr. George Costich, 10/22/2013; Ms. Savanah Dominguez, 10/10/2013; Mr. James Franzen,
10/24/2013; Mr. Curt Bessette, 10/22/2013; Mr. Philip Gasper, 10/24/2013; Ms. Susan Kallman,
10/23/2013; Mrs. Dawn Olney, 10/11/2013; Mr. Steve Delapp, 10/22/2013; Mr. Tom Howell, 10/22/2013;
Mr. Brendon Bass, 10/23/2013; Mr. Robert Hyer, 10/22/2013; Ms. Susan Westervelt, 10/7/2013; Ms.
Marcia Geyer, 10/21/2013; Mr. Charles Carreon, 10/22/2013; Mr. Mark Va, 10/22/2013; Mr. Jake Hodie,
10/21/2013; Ms. Carol Stark, 10/22/2013; Mr. Edson Udson, 10/22/2013; Mr. Rudy Perpich, 10/22/2013;
Mrs. Dorothy Funk, 10/24/2013; Mr. JP Smith, 10/22/2013; Dr. Kenneth Reiszner, 10/22/2013.
108
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Email, From: Stephanie Kodish, To: Gina McCarthy, Janet McCabe, Phil Lorang, Subject: Cleaning up
the Haze Report, 1/31/2012.
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the Clean Air Act. Nearly three weeks later, Janet McCabe asked other EPA employees if it was
going into the record for the BART rulemaking.109 Phil Lorang replied that he didn't see it on the
docket, but “It is on Martha's To Do list to get it into the docket if Stephanie does not submit it
directly.”110 The EPA being willing to submit comments for the “Public Docket,”111 when those
same groups do not do so themselves clearly calls into question just how “Public” that docket or
process really is, but regardless further illustrates that EPA sees little distinction between it and
its pressure group allies.
This not only shows a predetermined outcome on the minds of EPA officials, but also
favoritism that would violate both equal protection and due process rights of groups who were
not able to get comments in on the record that were submitted before the comment period
opened, or such collaboration.
EPA/Sierra Collaboration to Shield EPA Regulation from Congressional Review
The Sierra Club and the EPA also colluded to protect jointly favored regulations from the
process established by law for congressional review. The Sierra Club’s Federal Representative,
Lyndsay Moseley, specifically contacted David McIntosh, Associate Administrator for
Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations, to discover if “the Industrial Boiler Air Toxics
rule is vulnerable to a CRA (Congressional Review Act) threat, or if the Cement air toxics rule is
the only air toxics rule that's vulnerable. We had previously heard that EPA planned to report this
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Email, From: Janet McCabe, To: Phil Lorang, Anna Wood, Subject:Fw: Cleaning up the Haze Report,
2/19/2012.
!
110

Email, From: Phil Lorang, To: Janet McCabe, Anna Wood, Martha Keating, Subject: Re: Fw: Cleaning
up the Haze Report, 2/19/2012.
111
! Id.
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rule to Congress when it was published in the federal register.”112 Numerous EPA officials were
responsive to their request, viewing Congress’s role as overseeing the rulemaking progress as a
“threat” as well.
Since the effects of the Congressional Review Act have proved to be quite mild, mostly
just allowing for expedited review and making it easier to bring up certain votes in Congress, it is
clear that the parties feared sunlight. 113 Their collusion on a shared agenda, and on which there
is strong evidence the Agency’s agenda differs from its public stance, was threatened by
increased public scrutiny.
REMEDY:

The ultimate issue at the heart of this Comment is, at what point does ignoring

conflicts of interest, overemphasizing the role of predetermined advocates to the effective
ignorance of sources not already in agreement with a predetermined outcome, colluding with
certain groups at the express expense of others invalidate a rulemaking? E&E Legal and the
FMELC believe that the evidence presented, supra, requires the EPA to start over and begin any
similar rulemaking anew.
Transparency, thoroughness, and equal opportunity to participate are not only the
hallmarks of good government, but also are part of the law. The EPA has failed to live up to
these legal standards. It must abandon this rulemaking and start over, if it so desires, using
!
112

Email, From: Lyndsay Moseley, From: David McIntosh, Subject: Has EPA officially reported the
Boiler air toxics rule to Congress? 4/20/2011.
!
113

While it does allow for some expedited proceedings, repealing any regulation still requires a vote in
both houses of Congress and a signature by the President, so the regulations were in no danger of being
repealed. As one scholar put it, “Those familiar with administrative law scratch their heads when they
hear how little the CRA accomplishes.” The Mysteries of the Congressional Review Act , 122 Harv. L.
Rev. 2162, 2166 (2009).
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officials who are not conflicted, who do not have a predetermined outcome, and who are not
colluding with their previous employers and otherwise with ideologically aligned advocates.
Coming from those groups does not disqualify participation in rulemaking, but continuing to
operate as part of those groups does. The public deserves to have confidence that the EPA is truly
looking out for the public interest as the law requires, as opposed to looking only toward a
shared, predetermined goal of certain activists and conflicted individuals in government. Because
of this, the EPA must abandon the current NSPS rulemaking and start over in accordance with
the law.
COMMENT 2
EPA’s rulemaking record is presumptively incomplete: extensive senior use of private email
accounts, failure to obtain records and to report possible removal or loss, creating a presumption
of record removal or loss.

!

SUMMARY OF COMMENT 2:

The public record so far reflects nearly twenty senior EPA

appointees have been using private email accounts to conduct official correspondence, and not
copying, or forwarding them to EPA; further, EPA has not obtained these records after being
informed of the widespread nature of the practice; also, despite actual knowledge EPA has failed
in its obligation to notify the National Archivist of possible record loss as is required when they
learn of this. As a result, the public have no idea what relevant communications that were (many,
if not all, deliberately) taken off-line are missing and that should have been docketed. The
Agency should acknowledge its record for this proposed rulemaking is presumptively
incomplete, and stay the rulemaking until a proper review is conducted to determine just how
extensive was the use of non-official email accounts by officials materially involved in the
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rulemaking, after credibly assessing through interviews, declarations and forensic review the
possible resulting loss of federal records and deficiency of this record.
In addition, EPA must satisfy all obligations to fully inform the National Archivist and
assist with all prescribed Archivist and Agency steps in response to that required reporting, make
efforts to retrieve metadata from telephony carriers and/or NSA, and otherwise diligently work to
ensure the record is as close to be being assuredly complete as is possible.
This practice leaves parties who discover it, and otherwise the public, unable to assert
what is missing. Viewed another way, the widespread nature of these offenses is such that this
leaves a record that is not available for proper review. The Agency that failed in its obligations,
not the public, should bear the cost of these failures. The presumption should be that the record
is impermissibly flawed. Until these concerns are addressed and problems corrected the record
is deficient and this is an improper rule making for failure of procedural due process.

!
BACKGROUND:

The public record now includes a widespread pattern of federal

government employees using private email accounts for work-related correspondence. This was
first revealed among White House staff who sought to avoid creating a record of meetings with
lobbyists, “hundreds of times”, arranging via unofficial email accounts to meet off-site thereby
also avoiding signing the lobbyists in to the White House visitor logs.114 Specifically, “Multiple

!
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Eric Lichtblau, “Across From White House, Coffee With Lobbyists,” New York Times, June 24, 2010,
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/25/us/politics/25caribou.html?pagewanted=all. See also, Josh Gerstein,
“President Obama’s muddy transparency record,” Politico, February 5, 2012, at http://www.politico.com/
news/stories/0312/73606_Page3.html; Timothy P. Carney, “Obama Transparency Fail: Offsite meetings
for the purpose of circumventing the Presidential Records Act,” Washington Examiner, February 24,
2011, http://washingtonexaminer.com/politics/beltway-confidential/2011/02/obama-transparency-failoffsite-meetings-purpose-circumventing; Chris Frates, “White House meets lobbyists off campus,”
Politico, http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0211/50081_Page3.html.
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high ranking officials have used non-EPA email accounts to conduct official agency business.
Use of non-official, or personal email accounts expressly violates internal EPA policy that
forbids the use of non-official e-mail accounts to conduct official agency business.” Senate
Committee on Environment and Public Works, Minority Report, A Call for Sunshine: EPA’s
FOIA and Federal Records Failures Uncovered (Sept. 9, 2013), at 4.
Regardless of intent, this practice evades but does not, as a legal matter, defeat federal
record-keeping and other transparency requirements relevant to this proposed rulemaking found
in, inter alia, the APA, CAA, Federal Records Act, or FOIA. Nor does it defeat the necessity of
all relevant and related communications associated with the proposed rule being docketed in the
rulemaking record.
With the arguable exception of the Department of Energy, which used 14 separate private
accounts in administering the troubled Loan Guarantee Program, nowhere has this practice been
more widely exposed than at EPA.115 See Letter from Hon. Bob Perciasepe, Acting Adm’r, U.S.
Envtl. Prot. Agency, to all employees of the U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency (Apr. 8, 2013) and related
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Exposed examples include former EPA Region 8 Administrator James Martin’s ME.com account (see
Competitive Enterprise Institute v. EPA, D.D.C., 12-cv-1497 (FOIA 08-FOI-00203-12) (see also FOIA
EPA FOIA-R8-2014-000358)); Region 9 Administrator Jared Blumenfeld’s Comcast.net account (see CEI
v. EPA, D.D.C. 13-cv-627 (voluntarily dismissed on EPA’s promise of producing responsive records,
under (FOIA EPA-R9-2013-007631)); Lisa Jackson’s false-identity email account in the name of
“Richard Windsor” (see CEI v. EPA, D.D.C. 12-cv-1617), and Region 2 Administrator Judith Enck’s AOL
account (EPA-R2-2014-001585). In addition to those three EPA regional administrators and former
Administrator Jackson, see also, “the Committee has learned that at least these individuals were using
private email accounts: ... Bob Perciasepe, Deputy Administrator;... Michelle DePass, Assistant
Administrator for International and Tribal Affairs; Mathy Stanislaus, Assistant Administrator for the
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response; M. Allyn Brooks-LaSure, Deputy Associate
Administrator for Public Affairs; Brendan Gilfillan, Deputy Press Secretary; Bob Sussman, former Senior
Policy Counsel; David Cohen, Spokesman; Robert Goulding, former Director of Operations; Michael
Moats, former Chief Speechwriter; Seth Oster, former Associate Administrator for the Office of External
Affairs and Environmental Education; Larry Elworth, former Chief Agricultural Advisor; Tseming Yang,
former Deputy General Counsel; Diane Thompson, former Chief of Staff.” Eye on the EPA: Less Than
Thorough - Flaws in Recent EPA OIG Investigations: OIG Ignores Leads on EPA's Email Follies, Senate
Committee on Environment and Public Works, Minority (Feb. 13, 2014).
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April 8, 2013 Memorandum from Bob Perciasepe, Acting Administrator, to the Honorable David
Vitter, Ranking Member, Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, at 1-2 (admitting
that “the use of private, non-official email by EPA employees while conducting work-related
activities has occurred,” despite “guidance to employees . . . not to use personal email for official
business, except for emergencies”).116 Notably, Perciasepe used not one but two non-official
accounts for EPA-related correspondence, including one controlled by the pressure group
Audubon Society.
Except for FOIA requests specifically targeting these private accounts after their use had
been exposed, these accounts have not been searched for FOIA or congressional oversight
requests, or e.g., records that must be docketed in this rulemaking. See e.g., Landmark Legal
Foundation v. EPA, No. 12-1726, 2013 WL 4083285 (D.D.C. Aug. 14, 2013), 2013 WL 4083285,
*5.117 See also, “The Committee has uncovered substantial evidence that calls into question the
integrity of EPA’s system for identifying and preserving federal records...These [email and record
preservation] practices have the potential to undermine the Agency’s ability to preserve records
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It has since been demonstrated that when EPA’s Office of Inspector General inquired into these
practices, it improperly narrowed its inquiry so as to avoid checking employee claims that turned out not
to be true. It thereby “provided cover for inappropriate behavior of EPA officials”, with “flaws in the
investigative methodology that raises [sic] questions about the integrity of the OIG’s conclusions, which
appears to have exonerated certain EPA officials”, who did indeed use private accounts for EPA work
despite denying it. Letter from Hon. David Vitter, Ranking Member, S. Comm. on Env’t & Pub. Works, to
Hon. Arthur A. Elkins, Jr., U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency (Feb. 20, 2014), at 1.
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Summary judgment precluded due to inadequate search where “EPA did not search the personal email
accounts of the Administrator, the Deputy Administrator, or the Chief of Staff,” but rather only searched
only “accounts that were in its possession and control,” despite the existence of “evidence that upperlevel EPA officials conducted official business from their personal email accounts.” (italics in original);
id. at *8, noting that “the possibility that unsearched personal email accounts may have been used for
official business raises the possibility that leaders in the EPA may have purposefully attempted to skirt
disclosure under the FOIA.”
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under the [Federal Records Act] and to appropriately respond to FOIA requests.” A Call for
Sunshine at 8.
In short, the relevant legal principle applicable to this behavior is that using private assets
to perform public business, while impermissible, does not succeed in making that any less the
public’s business; not forwarding the emails, in further violation of the law, does not exempt
records from the law and therefore is not a useful means of evading or exempting records from
transparency laws; EPA not obtaining the records as required, or not informing the National
Archivist after learning of the possible removal or loss of records, does not unburden it from any
attendant legal obligation to ensure a sufficient record of its activities; not docketing such records
does not relieve EPA of its obligation to ensure the rulemaking record is complete.
Correspondence moved “off-line” from the official, required channels are still potential
agency records and/or federal records, and possible candidates for inclusion in the rulemaking
record.
LEGAL OBLIGATIONS VIOLATED AND RELEVANT TO THE SUFFICIENCY OF
THIS RULEMAKING RECORD:

When federal employees correspond on work-

related issues on non-official accounts, they are required to copy their office. EPA officials
involved in producing this proposed regulation were and remain required to copy the Agency on
all such correspondence using a non-EPA account.118 This is because all correspondence made or

!
118

See e.g., Environmental Protection Agency, What Is a Federal Record?, http://www.epa.gov/records/
tools/toolkits/procedures/part2.htm. See, e.g., Frequent Questions about E-Mail and Records, United
States Environmental Protection Agency (“Can I use a non-EPA account to send or receive EPA email? No, do not use any outside e-mail system to conduct official Agency business. If, during an
emergency, you use a non-EPA e-mail system, you are responsible for ensuring that any e-mail records
and attachments are saved in your office's recordkeeping system.”) (emphasis in original) (available at
www.epa.gov/records/faqs/email.htm).
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received by federal officials in connection with the transaction of public business is in fact
potentially a “record”. These records are also subject to required docketing in relevant
rulemaking records. Such correspondence is covered by the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), the Federal Records Act (44 U.S.C 3301 et seq.), and are contemplated by the Clean Air
Act and Administrative Procedure Act.119 They are also covered by congressional oversight
requests seeking “all records” or “all electronic records” regarding some subject matter.
An email’s record status is not dictated by the account on which it is created or received.
Specifically with regard to private email accounts, “Agencies are also required to address the use
of external e-mail systems that are not controlled by the agency (such as private e-mail accounts
on commercial systems such as Gmail, Hotmail, .Mac, etc.)”, and when used during working
hours or for work-related purposes “agencies must ensure that federal records sent or received on
such systems are preserved in the appropriate recordkeeping system and that reasonable steps are
taken to capture available transmission and receipt data needed by the agency for recordkeeping
purposes.” Government Accountability Office, Federal Records: National Archives and Selected
Agencies Need to Strengthen E-Mail Management, GAO-08-742, June 2008, http://
www.gao.gov/assets/280/276561.pdf, p. 37.

!
119

See also e.g., Government Accountability Office, “Federal Records: National Archives and Selected
Agencies Need to Strengthen E-Mail Management,” GAO-08-742, June 2008, http://www.gao.gov/assets/
280/276561.pdf, at p. 37; Frequent Questions about E-Mail and Records, United States Environmental
Protection Agency.
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Agencies are clear about this in policy.120 Consider the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy. After being informed that one of its officials was using non-official email for
official business (just as we now know he was), Director John Holdren affirmed the law and
policy in equally clear terms, reminding employees in a memo to all staff that work-related email
must be copied to the agency, stating in pertinent part:
In the course of responding to the recent FOIA request, OSTP learned that an employee
had, in a number of instances, inadvertently failed to forward to his OSTP email account
work-related emails received on his personal account. The employee has since taken
corrective action by forwarding these additional emails from his personal account to his
OSTP account so that all of the work-related emails are properly preserved in his OSTP
account.

!

If you receive communications relating to your work at OSTP on any personal email
account, you must promptly forward any such emails to your OSTP account, even if you
do not reply to such email. Any replies should be made from your OSTP account. In this
way, all correspondence related to government business—both incoming and outgoing—
will be captured automatically in compliance with the [Federal Records Act].121

!
!
120

See FN 118 (EPA). Also, DOE acknowledges that fulfillment of these requirements, which originate in
the Federal Records Act of 1950 44 U.S.C. 3101 et seq., the E-Government Act of 2002 and other
legislation means that DOE must “Capture and manage records created or received via social media
platforms, including websites and portals, or from personal email used for Department business”, and
“Ensure that departing Federal employees identify and transfer any records in their custody to an
appropriate custodian, or the person assuming responsibility for the work.” See “Your Records
Management Responsibilities”, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of IT Planning, Architecture, and EGovernment, Office of the Chief Information Officer, July 2010, available at http://energy.gov/sites/prod/
files/cioprod/documents/Your_Records_Management_Responsiiblities__2_.pdf. See also, DOE Order
243.1A, Records Management Program, http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/o243%201a_Final_11-7-11.pdf,
replacing similar requirements found in DOE Order 243.1, Records Management Program, 2-3-06. See
e.g., September 11, 2012 Letter from Morgan Wright, U.S. Department of Energy, to Hon. Darrell E. Issa,
Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, and September 11, 2012 Letter from Eric J. Fygi,
Deputy General Counsel, U.S. Department of Energy, to Hon. Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on
Oversight & Gov’t Reform, affirming that DoE officials’ work-related emails conducted on non-official
accounts potential status as agency records and which therefore must be produced by the employee to the
employee’s agency.
!
121

Memo from OSTP Director John Holdren to all OSTP staff, Subject: Reminder: Compliance with the
Federal Records Act and the President’s Ethics Pledge, May 10, 2010, available at http://
assets.fiercemarkets.com/public/sites/govit/ostp-employees.pdf (herein, “Holdren memo”).
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The obligation is not solely the individual’s but extends to employer agencies, which
must obtain copies when they have knowledge of such correspondence or the use of such
accounts for work-related correspondence. These obligations are continuing ones. Despite that,
individuals who make the choice to move off-line have been shown to habitually also choose to
not copy the Agency as required for proper retention and preservation according to the rules,122
these obligations are irresistible when the practice is later discovered, as is the case involving
individuals materially involved with this rulemaking.
It is a violation of the U.S. Code to willfully and unlawfully conceal, remove, mutilate,
obliterate, or destroy any record, proceeding, paper, document, or other thing, filed or deposited
with any clerk or officer of any court of the United States, or in any public office, or with any
public officer of the United States, or attempt or act with intent to do so.123
The importance of complying with these laws is found in examining the employee’s
decision to use a non-official account, which reflects an intention and at minimum a knowledge
that this correspondence is being conducted outside permitted channels that are required so as to
bring the correspondence under the Agency’s control for possible review by FOIA requesters,
congressional oversight, media, or litigants. As one U.S. consultant notes in this context, “If you

!
122

See Press Release and Letter from Hon. David Vitter, Ranking Member, S. Comm. on Env’t & Pub.
Works, Hon. Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, Hon. Lamar Smith,
Chairman, H. Comm. on Science, Space, & Technology, to Hon. Arthur A. Elkins, Jr., Reg’l Adm’r,
Inspector General, U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency (Feb. 7, 2013), Vitter, Issa & Smith Expose EPA’s Attempt to
Hide Emails, Call for Further Investigation. See also Press Release and Letter from Letter from David
Vitter, Ranking Member, Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works and U.S. House
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform Chairman Darrell Issa to Bob Perciasepe, Acting
Administrator, Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works (Minority), In Light of New
Information, Vitter, Issa Continue Investigation into Inappropriate Record Keeping Practices at EPA
(May 13, 2013).
123
!

18 USC §	
  2071 - Concealment, removal, or mutilation generally.
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work for a government agency ... sending official information on your personal account would
place it outside of the controls in place to protect and retain email communications. Doing so is
not only a compliance violation, but also gives the appearance of a willful and intentional
attempt to circumvent the system and covertly hide your communications.”124
This widespread practice of creating work-related correspondence generally unknown
and inaccessible to other employees of the employer agency -- for FOIA, congressional oversight
or discovery requests -- leaves possible and even presumptive agency records solely under the
control of private parties, also potentially violating other laws.
When the non-official account being used is not the employee’s private account but on
the computer system of, and thereby under the control of, a third party such as a former
employer, these accounts’ use is further problematic. This account controlled by a third party is
the means by which a still-relevant set of individuals knows to correspond, and do still

!
124

Tony Bradley, “Mixing Business and Personal Email: Is It a Good Idea?,” About.com Network
Security, September 19, 2008, http://netsecurity.about.com/od/newsandeditoria2/a/palinemail.htm. See
also 44 U.S.C. Sections 3105, 3106, which prohibit the actual, pending or threatened, removal, defacing,
alteration or destruction of documents, including documents or records of a Federal Agency and set forth
procedures in these events. See also, 18 USC § 2071 - Concealment, removal, or mutilation generally.
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correspond with the individual who is now a government employee, making most or all such
correspondence now a potential federal record.125
The current EPA that developed this rule is disproportionately populated by former
environmentalist group lawyers and activists, whom these groups knew to contact at a non-EPA
email and, as the public record shows, continued to do so.
We have already seen that these individuals not only previously used to work for these
groups but likely plan to again (see, e.g., former Region 6 administrator Al Armendariz, who left
EPA to “accept[] a job with the Sierra Club and... run their anti-coal campaign,” in the words of
one email among EPA officials who were given a heads-up telephone call from Sierra Club to
inform them as Sierra was not publicizing it at that time).126 It is reasonable to believe that

!
125

It appears that the only definition of “record” in the U.S. Code is that in the Federal Records Act. 44
U.S.C. § 3301.” What is an “Agency Record?”, U.S. Department of Justice FOIA Update Vol. II, No. 1,
1980, http://www.justice.gov/oip/foia_updates/Vol_II_1/page3.htm. That definition of “records” for
purposes of proper maintenance and destruction “includes all books, papers, maps, photographs, machine
readable materials, or other documentary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, made
or received by an agency of the United States Government under Federal law or in connection with the
transaction of public business and preserved or appropriate for preservation by that agency or its
legitimate successor as evidence of the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures,
operations, or other activities of the Government or because of the informational value of data in
them” (emphasis added).
The Federal Records Act establishes that a record is a document that reflects the operations of
government at some substantive level. In the FOIA context, the D.C. Circuit noted that, at bottom, “the
question is whether the employee’s creation of the documents can be attributed to the agency for the
purposes of FOIA.”	
  Consumer Fed’n of America v. Dep’t of Agriculture, 455 F.3d 283, 287 (D.C. Cir.
2006).
When the Agency employee who came to EPA from a related field still uses an email account used to
correspond with green-group allies or others whose correspondence relates to EPA the correspondence
turns from presumptively private to presumptively a possible agency record for review. See also, e.g.,
Wright and Fygi letters to Chmn. Darrell E. Issa, noted, supra.
!
126

Sierra Club called Arvin Ganesan, Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy at EPA, to inform him that
Armendariz “has accepted a job with the Sierra Club and will run their anti-coal campaign in the Texas
region” but that “Sierra Club will NOT be making this announcement Friday afternoon, but this has the
potential to spill out before then.” Email, From: Arvin Ganesan, To: Richard Windsor (Lisa Jackson),
Gina McCarthy, Bob Perciasepe, Diane Thompson, Brendan Gilfillan, Bob Sussman, Laura Vaught,
Subject: Al Armendariz. 6/27/2012.
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missing emails involve discussions of future activities on behalf of the outside groups, and or
those groups’ expectations regarding the proposed rulemaking.
Further, there are instances where current senior officials intimately involved with the
instant rulemaking maintaining email accounts on the computer servers of former-employer
environmentalist pressure groups -- for example, EPA Air official Janet McCabe, intimately
involved in developing this proposed rule, continued to use her email account with the group
Improving Kids Environment, Inc. (mccabe@ikecoalition.org). This constitutes a conflict of
interest by these officials, but regardless all correspondence on that account during their federal
employment was possibly a federal record, which the third-party group has no right to control.
Other problems particular to this practice include providing other parties direct access to
and control over public records and potentially over sensitive information, in which they might
have a unique interest. Of course this also allows for destruction of those possible records with
no safeguard that federal records are not lost as a result.
Therefore, work-related emails sent and received on non-official accounts have been
removed from defendant federal agencies since the agencies lack access to or control of records
which should by law be in their possession.
These rules apply without regard to whether the Agency employee initiated the
correspondence, received it, replied to it, or otherwise, regardless of a correspondence’s
provenance.
In addition to its obligation to enforce law and policy requiring it obtain all relevant
correspondence and docket it as appropriate, EPA has the obligation to report the discovery of
this practice to the National Archivist. Specifically, the head of any Federal agency has an
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obligation to notify the Archivist of the United States whenever “any actual, impending, or
threatened unlawful removal, defacing, alteration, or destruction of records in the custody of the
agency of which he is the head come[s] to his attention.” 44 U.S.C.A. § 3106.127
The head of any Federal agency has a further obligation to “initiate action through the
Attorney General for the recovery of records he knows or has reason to believe have been
unlawfully removed from his agency.” Id.
These duties are not discretionary, on the part of either the employee or the Agency.
The public record is also clear that EPA did not contemporaneously obtain copies of all of
such email, or docket it as appropriate, despite being informed in recent months as it was
developing the instant proposed rule, of the widespread nature of the practice of using private
email accounts for EPA-related work. See e.g., Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works, Minority Report, A Call for Sunshine: EPA’s FOIA and Federal Records Failures
Uncovered (Sept. 9, 2013); see also, Eye on the EPA, FN 115, supra.
Also, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) regulations state,
“Agencies that allow employees to send and receive official electronic mail messages using a
system not operated by the agency must ensure that Federal records sent or received on such
systems are preserved in the appropriate agency recordkeeping system.”128 EPA plainly allowed
it, de facto, regardless of its policies prohibiting it, de jure.

!
127

See Armstrong v. Bush, 924 F.2d 282, 295 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (“the FRA requires the agency head and
Archivist to take enforcement action” in response to destruction of records; “On the basis of such clear
statutory language mandating that the agency head and Archivist seek redress for the unlawful removal or
destruction of records, we hold that the agency head's and Archivist's enforcement actions are subject to
judicial review.”).
128
!

36 C.F.R. § 1236.22(a), “What are the additional requirements for managing electronic mail records?”,
http://www.archives.gov/about/regulations/part-1236.html.
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In the face of increasing revelations about senior employees turning to private email
accounts to conduct official business and otherwise engage in work-related correspondence, and
more broadly circumventing the requirements of statutory and regulatory record-creating and
record-keeping regimes, EPA arbitrarily and capriciously refused to comply with these
obligations.129 Despite being specifically placed on notice of these violations EPA has not
satisfied this obligation, and undertaken no prescribed remedial steps that may bring the record
possibly into conformity with the law.
Commenters and EPA are aware of this practice by numerous appointees and other
employees materially involved in this proposed rulemaking and as a result must undertake all
required and other reasonable steps to attempt to ensure the integrity of its rulemaking record.
The widespread nature of the practice as has been proved is such that the Agency’s record
in this rulemaking must be deemed presumptively deficient until remedial steps are completed.
EPA failed in its obligation to establish safeguards against the removal or loss of records
and making requirements and penalties known to agency officials and employees (44 U.S.C.
3105); it has failed in its obligation to notify the National Archivist of any actual, impending, or
threatened unlawful destruction of records and assist in their recovery (44 U.S.C. 3105).

!
129

The Government Accountability Office (GAO), addressing current electronic record practices, wrote in
late 2010 that “almost 80 percent of agencies were at moderate or high risk of improper destruction of
records; that is, the risk that permanent records will be lost or destroyed before they can be transferred to
NARA [National Archives Records Administrator] for archiving or that other records will be lost while
they are still needed for government operations or legal obligations.” “Report to the Ranking Member,
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate: NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION.
Oversight and Management Improvements Initiated, but More Action Needed,” GAO-11-15, October
2010, http://www.gao.gov/assets/320/310933.pdf., at 18.
“The Archivist referred to these results as ‘alarming’ and ‘worrisome’; in a subsequent oversight
hearing, the director of NARA’s Modern Records Program testified that the findings were ‘troubling’ and
‘unacceptable.’” Id., at p. 19.
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EPA’s failure to obtain and preserve work-related emails on non-official accounts has
caused the removal of those federal records from the appropriate federal agency, also such that
the Agency’s record in this rulemaking must be deemed presumptively deficient until remedial
steps are completed.
Ultimately, this ties into the additional reasons why the agency must hold off on the
proposed rule set forth elsewhere in this Comment, including the bias/inalterably closed mind
and ex parte communications issue. The records which the widespread nature of this practice
indicates must reasonably be presumed to be missing may well have been made missing
intentionally -- just as correspondence to or from a non-official email account coupled with the
failure to properly forward such correspondence to an official email account is presumptively an
intentional act. An unavoidable consequence is that EPA staff involved with crafting the
proposed rulemaking were ignoring evidence, and/or improperly communicating.
It is solely because of the decisions by EPA officials to engage in this practice, to not
copy the Agency, compounded by the Agency’s refusal to obtain the records, and to report the
possible loss to the National Archivist, that the public does not know the extent of this and until
the record is complete presumptions of partiality ought to weigh against those who deliberately
kept things out of the record.
This rulemaking should be stayed until remedial steps are taken to ensure the integrity of
this rulemaking record.
REMEDY:

Corrective action is required, as a matter of law, to bring the Agency’s record into

compliance, at minimum making a good faith effort to determine what is missing from the record
in the instant rulemaking and to restore it as possible while assessing the meaning of the restored
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record for the rule making and of the remaining deficiency. Therefore, this proposed regulation
and others that these appointees played a material role in developing must be stayed until all
prescribed actions and all remedial steps required by law are fulfilled.
EPA must cease its refusal to obtain the described records, and its refusal to report the
possible loss of agency records to the National Archivist. Other remedial steps include obtaining
declarations by other employees materially involved with this rulemaking regarding their use at
any time of a non-EPA email account for EPA-related correspondence; declarations by EPA staff
materially involved in this rulemaking who have been found to have used non-official email
accounts for work-related correspondence regarding the extent of this use relating to this
rulemaking, the completeness of their production to EPA (after it occurs) of the related
correspondence and any relevant facts regarding possible loss of such correspondence; 130 these
productions must be reviewed for correspondence that should be or should have been considered
for placement in this record; forensic review of relevant hard drives and accounts for

!
130

We recall the case Landmark Legal Foundation v. Environmental Protection Agency, (D.D.C.
00-2338), which revealed that then-EPA Administrator Carol Browner ordered the hard drive in her
computer and that of her assistant to be erased. Memorandum Opinion, July 24, 2003. See, e.g., John
Solomon, “EPA Head Browner Asked for Computer Files to Be Deleted”, Associated Press, June 29,
2001, http://www.mail-archive.com/ctrl@listserv.aol.com/msg70823.html.
It is undeniable that agencies are increasingly called to search an employee’s private accounts and
equipment, including, for example, involving EPA Regional Administrators, but only after this was
discovered by private parties. For example, the public record affirms that former administrator Lisa
Jackson, who the record also shows was intimately involved with developing the suite of greenhouse gas
regulations and regulating power plants on the basis of their GHG emissions (see Comment 1, supra),
used her private email account with Verizon to conduct certain related correspondence with, e.g., green
pressure group allies. EPA was required to maintain these correspondence; it failed to do so, but the
public record also shows that the NSA maintained at minimum metadata from Verizon telephony and data
accounts. With one agency having provided a backstop for the violations of another, EPA must now
obtain all relevant information regarding Ms. Jackson's EPA-related correspondence (and text messaging,
as well as EPA officials’ text messaging activity while EPA used Verizon services, see infra) prior to
proceeding with this rulemaking. See also 44 U.S.C. 3101 et seq., the E-Government Act of 2002 and
other legislation) and regulation (36 C.F.R. Subchapter B, Records Management, and all applicable
NARA-mandated guidance), and reflected in United States Government Accountability Office,
GAO-11-15.
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completeness of the record; obtaining from NSA all relevant metadata or data that the Agency
was required to obtain or preserve but did not; informing the National Archivist of the possible
loss of federal records, and all prescribed steps that follow.

!

COMMENT 3

EPA’s rulemaking record is presumptively incomplete: it has engaged in/permitted wholesale
destruction of an entire class of correspondence to and from senior officials involved in this
rulemaking, failed to obtain records and to report possible removal or loss, creating a
presumption of record removal or loss.

!

SUMMARY OF COMMENT:
The public record so far reflects that at least the past two EPA administrators, Lisa Jackson and
Gina McCarthy (as Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation) were provided text messaging
capability on their EPA-assigned phones/personal data (or digital) assistants (PDAs).
Both of them (and presumably other senior EPA officials) used this capability for EPArelated correspondence, and destroyed such correspondence, which we know amounted to
several thousands of records and have reason to believe runs into the tens of thousands; further,
they were permitted to do so even though EPA was not preserving a copy or imposing any
safeguard to ensure some record was maintained as a precaution as is done with the alternative to
text messaging, electronic mail. As such, these officials and, it is reasonable to conclude, others
destroyed the Agency’s sole copy of an entire class of correspondence, some of which is likely to
contain information that should properly be included in the rule making record which must be
deemed presumptively incomplete.
Further, EPA has not sought to obtain copies of the destroyed correspondence by, for
example, obtaining all metadata either from its own records, from its telephony carrier(s), or
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from the National Security Agency which possesses a copy of all metadata during the period EPA
used Verizon (which it did, until fairly recently, including during a period while the instant
rulemaking proposal was being crafted), for the purpose of seeking copies from text
correspondents using known EPA-assigned phone numbers. Further, despite actual knowledge
EPA has failed in its obligation to notify the National Archivist of possible record loss as is
required when they learn of this.
As a result, the public have no idea what relevant communications that were (many, if not
all, deliberately) taken off-line are missing that should have been docketed. The Agency should
acknowledge its record for this proposed rulemaking is presumptively incomplete, and stay the
rulemaking until a proper review is conducted to determine just how extensive was the use of
text messaging by officials materially involved in the rulemaking, after credibly assessing
through interviews, declarations and forensic review the possible resulting loss of federal records
and deficiency of this record.
In addition, EPA must satisfy all obligations to fully inform the National Archivist and
assist with all prescribed Archivist and Agency steps in response to that required reporting, make
efforts to retrieve metadata from telephony carriers and/or NSA,131 and otherwise diligently work
to ensure the record is as close to be being assuredly complete is is possible.

!
131

EPA used Verizon for its telephony services during periods critical to the instant rulemaking record.
Further, the public record affirms that former administrator Lisa Jackson, who the record also shows was
intimately involved with developing the suite of greenhouse gas regulations and regulating power plants
on the basis of their GHG emissions (see discussion in Comment 1, supra), used her private email
account with Verizon to conduct certain related correspondence with, e.g., green pressure group allies.
EPA was required to maintain these metadata; it failed to do so, but the public record also shows that the
NSA maintained at minimum metadata from Verizon telephony and data accounts. With one agency
having provided a backstop for the violations of another, EPA must now obtain all relevant information
regarding Ms. Jackson's EPA-related correspondence (and text messaging, as well as EPA officials’ text
messaging activity while EPA used Verizon services) prior to proceeding with this rulemaking.
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This practice leaves Commenters and otherwise the public unable to assert what is
missing, much less comment on the content and/or meaning of those documents. Viewed
another way, the widespread nature of these offenses is such that this leaves a record that is not
available for proper review. The Agency that failed in its obligations, not the public, should bear
the cost of these failures. The presumption should be that the record is impermissibly flawed.
Until these concerns are addressed and problems corrected the record is deficient and this is an
improper rule making.132

!
BACKGROUND:

The public record now includes EPA acknowledgement that Ms.

McCarthy sent/received many thousands of text messages using her EPA-provided PDA, none of
which EPA preserved. (This information was produced in response to a FOIA request by the
Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI), HQ-2013-006937, seeking phone bills related to Ms.
McCarthy’s text messages. EPA has not, to Commenters’ knowledge, obtained any billing
information regarding Ms. Jackson’s account(s)).

!
132

We incorporate all prior discussion regarding Agency obligations to obtain and preserve
correspondence, and possible records, and report possible removal or loss of records as if stated herein.
This discussion focuses on the specifics of a similar circumstance of EPA failing to preserve, and allowing
at minimum the past two administrators to destroy the Agency’s sole copies of all of many thousands of
their text message transcripts, and likely other officials involved in producing this proposed rulemaking.
Text messaging is provided as an alternative to email, is legally indistinct from email, but EPA has
managed text message transcripts in a way it would surely never contemplate managing email for the
same reasons it should not be permitted to advance work without recreating text messaging by senior
officials.
Instead, however, EPA has put in place a system permitting the officials to destroy the agency's sole
copy of this entire class of correspondence, with no check to ensure no record loss.
The simplest test for determining the acceptability of proceeding with the instant proposed rulemaking
absent such an accounting, in the face of this knowledge, is to reverse the more commonly assumed form
of correspondence, emailing, and text message transcripts. EPA does not an cannot permit employees to
destroy the Agency’s sole copy of all emails, and then allow a rulemaking that those employees materially
participated in without a forensic reconstruction and attestations about possible record loss?
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Text messaging is provided to certain EPA officials as an alternative medium of
communication to email, both means which are provided specifically for the purpose of enabling
performance of official functions. For example, in a discrete May 27, 2010 text message that CEI
became aware of, former EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson used her text messaging function to
discuss a potential green-jobs opportunity for a “cotton absorbent company” whose CEO she
apparently met at a “Climate Rally” in her capacity as EPA administrator.133 But when CEI
sought those very text messages referenced in an email obtained under FOIA and addressed to
Jackson in her capacity as “Administrator Jackson,” EPA issued a “no-records” response.134 This
reflected that the texts, which like email are “created” when sent or received, were destroyed by
EPA. These text messages, as described in Jackson’s own email thread, occurred in the context
of EPA’s involvement in the clean-up efforts surrounding the Deepwater Horizon drilling
platform explosion and oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico, and the company in question sought to
promote its purportedly environmentally-friendly products to the EPA for use in conjunction with
the cleanup.
Although the text messages’ occurrence was memorialized in Administrator Jackson’s
own email addressing the subject, which is how CEI learned of this particular exemplar used to
pressure-test EPA’s handling of Jackson’s texts with a readily satisfied FOIA request, an email
!
133
See

Email from EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson using her EPA “Richard Windsor” account to Aaron
Dickerson, 6/4/2010 3:36 PM, enclosing email from Michael Martin to Aaron Dickerson, May 27, 2010,
at 18:43:30 (“Administrator Jackson and I had txt’d this am about” a green-jobs opportunity for a “cotton
absorbent company” Jackson had met at “the Climate Rally”). This email can be found in Freedom of
lnformation Act Request HQ-FOI-01268-12, Fourth Release (04/15/13), Part C, on the 22nd of 508 pages
in that document, which is currently available at www.epa.gov/epafoia1/docs/Release-4-Part-C.pdf
(visited 10/2/ 2013). It is one of the releases of documents in response to a FOIA request that is currently
found on EPA’s Frequently Requested Records page, available at www.epa.gov/epafoia1/frequent.html.
134
!

This FOIA request sought “copies of all EPA-related text messages sent and/or received by Lisa P.
Jackson on May 27, 2010.” EPA-HQ-2013-009235.
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that EPA produced as being work-related, on September 18, 2013, EPA issued a “no-records”
response, reflecting the correspondence’s destruction by EPA.
EPA has indicated in response to these two FOIA requests that while, like email text
messages can be federal records, unlike email, not one of the thousands of text messages
requested under FOIA were in fact preserved, despite many having a facial relationship to EPA’s
work (e.g., the above-described Jackson correspondence, or dozens sent between McCarthy and
EPA senior officials). EPA asserts that this is because such communications are “unrecord
material not subject to the Federal Records Act,”135 and that it is EPA’s position to allow Agency
officials to destroy their correspondence, which represents the Agency’s sole copy of such
correspondence.
EPA made the same assertion in response to the Jackson-text FOIA request.136 In its
September 18, 2013 “no records” letter, Eric E. Wachter, the Director of EPA’s Office of the
Executive Secretariat, did not deny that Jackson exchanged such messages, but excused EPA’s
!
135
See

September 18, 2013 letter from Eric E. Wachter, Director, EPA Office of the Executive Secretariat,
to Christopher C. Horner, CEI, at 1 (“no records exist” responsive to request HQ-2013-009235 for
“copies of all EPA-related text messages sent and/or received by Lisa P. Jackson on May 27, 2010”; EPA
claims that “not all documents created by government employees are subject to preservation under the
Federal Records Act. As with all electronic communication, EPA employees are required to determine
whether text messages are record material and to preserve as appropriate. The text messages described in
the example your provide certainly suggest unrecord material not subject to the Federal Records Act.Re
Under 44 U.S.C. unrecord material not subject to the Federal Records Act.Records Act.cretariat, to
Christopher C. Horner, CEI, at 1form or characteristics, made or received by an agency of the United
States Government under Federal law or in connection with the transaction of public business and
preserved or appropriate for preservation by that agency . . . as evidence of the organization, functions,
policies, decisions, procedures, operations, or other activities of the Government or because of the
informational value of the data in them.”
Problems for this non-explanation include that EPA states this in the context of a FOIA request, though
EPA acknowledges on its website that “[t]he definition of a record under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) is broader than the definition under the Federal Records Act.” See, e.g., Environmental Protection
Agency, What Is a Federal Record?, http://www.epa.gov/records/tools/toolkits/procedures/part2.htm.
!
136

See September 18, 2013 letter from Eric E. Wachter, Director, EPA Office of the Executive Secretariat,
to Christopher C. Horner, at 1 (“no records exist” responsive to request HQ-2013-009235 for “copies of
all EPA-related text messages sent and/or received by Lisa P. Jackson on May 27, 2010” for this reason).
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failure to produce them with the assertion that “not all documents created by government
employees are subject to preservation under the Federal Records Act. As with all electronic
communication, EPA employees are required to determine whether text messages are record
material and to preserve as appropriate. The text messages described in the example you provide
certainly suggest unrecord material not subject to the Federal Records Act.”
Wachter did not explain what constitutes “unrecord material,” or why he used this
peculiar phrase defined nowhere in any statute, regulation, or dictionary. Assuming that
“unrecord material” means documents not covered by federal records laws, he did not explain
how EPA-related communications could possibly not be subject to such laws (like the Federal
Records Act and FOIA, which has the broadest definition of record among relevant laws) when
for example, they are addressed to senior EPA officials like Jackson in their official capacity; are
exchanged with such officials using EPA-supplied devices for creating and transmitting records;
and address a subject whose discussion, in email form, was preserved and produced under FOIA
as an agency “record.” He also did not address the obvious question he begged of how an entire
class of records, which he acknowledges in theory can be records, is being destroyed because in
practice all are “unrecord material.”
Mr. Wachter was acting as a high-ranking agency official in charge of EPA FOIA and
record-keeping policies and practices when asserting this position that a class of records which,
when the substantively same correspondence is transmitted via a legally equivalent medium
(email), are in great part being preserved but are not preserved and instead are destroyed when
transmitted by the alternative to email EPA provides, text messaging, as “unrecord material.”
Wachter heads the office that is in charge of “processing Freedom of Information (‘FOIA’)
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requests for the Office of the Administrator; maintaining the records of the Administrator and
Deputy Administrator; managing the Administrator’s and Deputy Administrator’s executive
correspondence; and administering the EPA’s electronic correspondence tracking system.”137
After CEI sued over the McCarthy text matter, EPA provided that organization with a “no
records” response stating that it has been unable to locate any such texts.138 It did so even
though Ms. McCarthy sent or received many thousands of such text messages over the covered
period, as CEI subsequently learned, such that on the basis of information later obtained139 the
statistical probability that Ms. McCarthy did not text on any of those eighteen dates is virtually
zero.140 CEI subsequently learned that EPA did not preserve text messages from those eighteen
dates or otherwise.141 CEI dismissed that suit without prejudice in light of the claim that no
!
137

See Search Declaration of Eric E. Wachter, at ¶2, in CEI v. EPA, No. 12-1617 (D.D.C. filed,
8/21/2013) (docket doc. # 24-4).
138
!

See, e.g., Answer in Competitive Enterprise Institute v. Environmental Protection Agency, D.D.C. No.
13-779 (filed 7/19/2013) at se Institute v. Environmental Protection Agency, Assistant Administrator Gina
McCarthy), ¶21 (conceding that EPA provides such officials “with personal digital assistants that have
text messaging capability”), ¶¶14, 33 (EPA currently unable to locate such records); Email from Michelle
Lo, counsel for EPA, to Chris Horner (counsel for CEI and Commenters) and Hans Bader (counsel for
CEI), at 9/9/2013 3:46 PM (admitting that “Ms. McCarthy uses text messaging,” but arguing that “they
were not required to be preserved by the Agency.”); Email from Michelle Lo, counsel for EPA, to Chris
Horner and Hans Bader, counsel for CEI, at 8/1/2013 7:25 PM (conceding that “Ms. McCarthy used the
texting function on her EPA phone,” and that “none of her texts over the period encompassing the 18
specific dates at issue in CEI’s FOIA request (July 9, 2009, to June 29, 2012) were preserved”).
!
139

See document sent by EPA attached to July 26, 2013 email to Chris Horner, with PDF file bearing the
title “counsel attached to July 26, 2013 email to Chris Horner, with response to FOIA Request
HQ-2013-006937, which sought certain text-related phone bills and invoices. That document provided
certain metadata showing 5,392 text messages sent or received by Ms. McCarthy during billing periods
from July 2009 to July 2012.
!
140
See

document sent by EPA attached to July 26, 2013 email Aug. 20 Horner email, with PDF file
bearing the title “counsel attached to Aug. 20 Horner email, with PDF file bearing the title IA Request
HQ-2013-006937 (submitted, June 3, 2013). CEI staff estimated the odds of this actually occurring as
one in 7.9 sextillion. See http://cei.org/news-releases/odds-epa-not-destroying-gina-mccarthy-textmessages-1-79-sextillion (calculation available at www.scribd.com/doc/157256436/McCarthy-TextingProbability)
141
!

See, e.g., email from Michelle Lo, FN 138.
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responsive documents remained. It was only later that CEI obtained the information showing
that in fact EPA was not preserving, and instead was destroying, all such correspondence. That
practice is at issue in this Comment, and is highly relevant to why the proposed rulemaking is
improper and must be stayed until remedial steps described herein are fulfilled.

!

LEGAL OBLIGATIONS VIOLATED AND RELEVANT TO THE SUFFICIENCY OF
THIS RULEMAKING RECORD: EPA provides certain employees with PDAs and text
messaging capability as an alternative to email for official or otherwise work-related internal or
external communications.
Text messaging correspondence may be Agency records, are subject to FOIA, and must
be maintained and produced as such, under the Federal Records Act and FOIA. See, e.g.,
National Archives, Frequently Asked Questions About Instant Messaging, http://
www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/initiatives/im-faq.html (Instant Messaging (IM) content can
“qualify as a Federal Record,” since IM “allows users” to “exchange text messages,” which are
“machine readable materials” and thus within the “statutory definition of records”); Frequent
Questions about E-Mail and Records, http://www.epa.gov/records/faqs/email.htm; Frequent
Questions about Mobile and Portable Devices, and Records, www.epa.gov/records/faqs/pda.htm;
Memo to All Staff, “Transparency at EPA,” by Acting Administrator Bob Perciasepe, dated April
8, 2013 (noting that EPA has recognized a problem with such instant messaging, as well as
emails).142
!
142

See also April 11, 2008 memorandum from John B. Ellis, EPA, to Paul Wester, National Archives and
Records Administration, at 4 (reporting discovery of record-keeping problems), available at http://
www.epw.senate.gov/public/_files/2008_EPA_Archives_Memo_HILITED.pdf; Records and ECMS
Briefing, EPA Incoming Political Appointees 2009, http://www.epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore_id=60afa4b3-3e5d-4e6f-b81e-64998f0d3c67.
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Former EPA Administrator Jackson and current EPA Administrator McCarthy had a duty
under the Federal Records Act (FRA) not to destroy text messages, and to take remedial action
once such destruction occurred. For example, under the FRA, each agency head
shall notify the Archivist [the head of the National Archives and Records Administration]
of any actual, impending, or threatened unlawful removal, defacing, alteration, or
destruction of records in the custody of the agency of which he is the head that shall
come to his attention, and with the assistance of the Archivist shall initiate action through
the Attorney General for the recovery of records he knows or has reason to believe have
been unlawfully removed from his agency, or from another Federal agency whose records
have been transferred to his legal custody.143

!

EPA has responded to such information by informing the Archivist, in the past, when learning of
similar destruction of emails.144
However, neither Jackson nor McCarthy has taken any such action, despite having the
duty to do so in their capacity as head of the agency (indeed, according to EPA they are the
officials who destroyed their own correspondence). Nor has EPA. Nor has EPA ever notified the
Archivist of the destruction or loss of the records, or prescribed responses undertaken. Nor has
EPA taken other remedial actions, as is required to comply with its duty under the FRA to
“establish safeguards against the removal or loss of records he determines to be necessary and
required by regulations of the Archivist”145 and “make and preserve records containing adequate
and proper documentation of the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, and
essential transactions of the agency....”146

143
!

44 U.S.C. § 3106.

!
144

See April 11, 2008 April 11, 2008 “Ellis memo”, FN 142, at 1-3.

!
145

Id.

146
!

44 U.S.C. § 3101.
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EPA’s pattern, practice, and ongoing policy of destroying, and not preserving, and/or
allowing the employee-correspondent to unilaterally destroy the Agency’s sole copy of a class of
records (text messages sent and received on EPA-supplied devices, including work-related or
possibly work-related correspondence) violates the Federal Records Act and illegally denies the
public access to records covered by the Freedom of Information Act,147 is arbitrary and
capricious agency action that violates the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 5 U.S.C. § 704,
et seq.,148 and it leaves a record that is not subject to proper review or sufficient to support the
proposed rulemaking.
EPA does not permit employees to destroy the Agency’s sole copy of email, although no
inherent substantive distinction exists between texts and emails sent by EPA officials using

!
147

See, e.g., Payne Enters., Inc. v. United States, 837 F.2d 486, 491 (D.C.Cir.1988) (separate from claims
seeking relief for specific FOIA requests, requesting parties may also assert a “ 837 F.2d 486, 491
(D.C.Cir.1988) (separate fimpair the party's lawful access to information in the future”); Hajro v. U.S.
C.I.S., 832 F.Supp.2d 1095 (N.D. Cal. 2012) (attorneys could bring lawsuit challenging pattern or practice
of agency delays in responding to Freedom of Information Act requests submitted on behalf of their
client).
!
148

See, e.g., CREW v. Executive Office of the President, 587 F.Supp.2d 48 (D.D.C. 2008) (rejecting
motion to dismiss claims over agency’ 587 F.Supp.2d 48 (D.D.C. 2008) (rejecting motion to dismiss
claims over agency U.S.C. §§ 704-06, and the Mandamus Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1361).
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devices provided by the agency.149 Like emails, their transmission and content are of significant
public interest and relevant to rulemaking records, especially due to EPA’s recurrent failure to
produce text message transcripts in response to FOIA and congressional oversight requests for
specified “records” and “electronic records” in particular.
EPA’s practice of allowing employees to unilaterally and immediately destroy the
Agency’s sole copies of an entire class of records is unlawful, regardless of what the medium of
communication is. “While the agency undoubtedly does have some discretion to decide if a
particular document satisfies the statutory definition of a record,” the Federal Records Act does
not “allow the agency by fiat to declare ‘inappropriate for preservation’ an entire set of”
electronic or “email documents” generated by high-ranking officials like Gina McCarthy over a

!
149

See Frequent Questions about Mobile and Portable Devices, and Records, www.epa.gov/records/faqs/
pda.htm (“Common Agency records maintained on Mobile Devices include e-mail . . .and any other
information related to your work at EPA.. . Records created on your Mobile Device should be transferred
to your office's recordkeeping system on a regular basis. . . Is the information on my Mobile Device
subject to FOIA . . .? Yes, information on your Mobile Device may be requested under FOIA or in
response to litigation. My Mobile Device was not provided by the Agency. Do these rules still apply to
me? Yes, if you have Agency records on a personally-owned Mobile Device, they still need to be
captured in an approved recordkeeping system.”);
36 C.F.R. 1236.22 (“electronic mail records” covered; “Agencies that allow employees to send and
receive official electronic mail messages using a system not operated by the agency must ensure that
Federal records sent or received on such systems are preserved”); see also, Armstrong v. Executive Office
of the President, 1 F.3d 1274, 1284, 1288 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (“electronic communications systems contain
preservable records” covered by the Federal Records Act,” and “do produce federal records”); Id. at 1288
(“agencies have an obligation . . .to undertake periodic [compliance] reviews to assure that” record
preservation procedures “are being adhered to,” requirements that “apply to all electronic systems used
by agency employees to create electronic records, not just . . . to ‘official’ agency electronic records
systems . . . defendant agencies must undertake some periodic review of their employees' electronic
recordkeeping practices.”); Landmark Legal Foundation v. EPA, 2013 WL 4083285, *5 (D.D.C. Aug. 14,
2013) (denying EPA summary judgment in FOIA case where EPA did not search the individual “email
accounts of the Administrator, the Deputy Administrator, or the Chief of Staff,”; noting “the
possibility. . .that leaders in the EPA may have purposefully attempted to skirt disclosure under the
FOIA.”).
150
!

See Armstrong v. Executive Office of the President, 1 F.3d 1274, 1283 (D.C. Cir. 1993).
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multi-year period.150 More relevant, it leaves the record of this rulemaking presumptively
deficient and insufficient to support the proposed rule.
EPA has failed to preserve these documents despite previously being warned by the
courts to stop deleting and destroying electronically-stored information and other documents.
See, e.g., Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 2010 WL 2560455 (D. Neb. June 24,
2010) (granting temporary restraining order against EPA, enjoining the EPA from deleting or
destroying any potentially relevant electronically-stored information, and also ordering EPA to
identify, collect, and preserve such information relevant to company’s FOIA request as well as
designate an expert on electronically-stored information to “insure the enforcement” of the
temporary restraining order, in light of evidence that “the EPA has engaged in a practice of
deleting relevant emails in response to Union Pacific's FOIA request”; eight emails indicated
EPA official instructed employees to destroy documents and delete emails relevant to company's
FOIA request).151
Since all of the text messages at issue were sent or received by the EPA’s current
administrator and her predecessor, and it is reasonable to surmise that other officials have been
engaging in and being permitted to engage in this practice, what records may possibly have been
lost is relevant to and determinative of the instant rulemaking.

See also Landmark Legal Foundation v. E.P.A. 2013 WL 4083285 (D.D.C. Aug. 14, 2013) (judge
denied EPA summary judgment based on “2013 WL 4083285 (D.D.C. Aug. 14, 2013) (judge denied EPA
summary judgment based in part on “the potential spoliation of records that should have been
searched” (id. at *8 n.7); Union Pacific R. Co. v. U.S. E.P.A., 2010 WL 3455240 (D. Neb. Aug. 26, 2010)
(granting preliminary injunction against EPA).

151
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Despite the above, and in the face of revelations about organized and systemic abuses by
senior federal employees to hide from the public their activities, particularly their electronic
communications,152 EPA has failed to preserve these documents (as required by the Federal
Records Act), much less to produce them in response to FOIA requests or Congress in response
to oversight requests or -- most relevant -- review them for consideration for docketing in the
instant rulemaking.
EPA has failed to preserve these documents despite previously being warned by the
courts to stop erasing and failing to preserve documents. Plaintiff asserts on information and
belief that EPA has also failed to notify the National Archivist as required when it learns of such
potential loss of records; as Ms. McCarthy was the responsible officer as well as the party
destroying her own correspondence, EPA has been aware of this practice for several years but it
also has been specifically otherwise informed by virtue of the FOIA proceedings cited, supra.
!
152

S See, e.g., Stephen Dinan, EPA Officials Lied About Email Use, Senator Says, Washington Times,
March 11, 2013, at A4 (“Mr. Martin and Ms. Jackson both resigned last month, after Mr. Vitter and Rep.
Darrell E. Issa, California Republican and chairman of the House oversight committee, began an
investigation into the emails”); U.S. Senator David Vitter Hearing Statement Summary: Nomination
Hearing for Ms. Gina McCarthy to Lead U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Before the Senate
Committee on Environment and Public Works, U.S. Federal News, April 11, 2013 (“EPA Region 8
Administrator James Martin resigned after lying to a federal court, and after EPA lied that he was not
using his private email account to conduct official business in violation of the Federal Records Act and
the Freedom of Information Act”); Stephen Dinan, Do Text Messages from Feds Belong on Record? EPA’s
Chief’s Case Opens Legal Battle, Washington Times, April 30, 2011, at A1 (discussing how CEI’s
Christopher Horner “exposed former EPA chief Lisa P. Jackson's private email account” and those of
other EPA officials; and how “several congressional committees looking into the EPA also discovered
other agency officials using personal emails to conduct government business - a violation of the Freedom
of Information Act”; “The EPA's internal auditor also is looking into how well the agency is complying
with the law.”); Dinan, EPA Staff to Retrain on Open Records; Memo Suggests Breach of Policy, Wash.
Times, Apr. 9, 2013, at A4 (“The Environmental Protection Agency . . . acknowledged that it needs to do
better at storing instant-message communications, after the agency came under severe fire from members
of Congress who say it appears to have broken those [open-government] laws” in an apparent “admission
that the agency has fallen short on its obligations.”); Dinan, Suit Says EPA Balks at Release of Records;
Seeks Evidence of Hidden Messages, Wash. Times, Apr. 2, 2013, at A1 (“EPA officials were using private
email addresses to conduct official business”; “James Martin, who at the time was administrator of EPA's
Region 8, used his personal email account to collaborate with the Environmental Defense Fund about
where hearings on agency greenhouse gas rules could be held for maximum effect.”).
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EPA has not disavowed or repudiated its position justifying the destruction of such
agency documents. EPA has instead defended the practice as appropriate, and efforts to compel
the Agency to cease the practice as intrusive. It clearly therefore has done nothing to ensure the
integrity of the instant rulemaking record as regards such correspondence.
The deletion by the EPA Administrator and Assistant Administrator of all text messages,
including texts that were substantively similar to e.g., an email that was preserved and produced
as a record under FOIA, caused the destruction of federal records.
We repeat our prior assertions, supra, regarding responsibilities of the head of any
Federal agency to notify and undertake certain prescribed steps and otherwise to behave
reasonably toward recovering records and ensuring the integrity of the instant rulemaking record,
particularly when she possesses actual knowledge of certain practices.
Neither Administrator McCarthy nor Administrator Jackson ever notified the Archivist or
the Attorney General regarding the destruction of the federal records.
EPA has failed to preserve not only the text messages, but also all metadata about them.
For example, according to EPA, it is aware that it arrangement with its telephone carrier no
longer preserves the telephone numbers to which text messages were sent or from where they
were received.153 This makes it impossible to cross-check an official’s, e.g., McCarthy’s, claims

!
153

See Email from DoJ counsel for EPA Mark Nebeker to Chris Horner, counsel for CEI, in Competitive
Enterprise Institute v. Environmental Protection Agency, D.D.C. Civil Action No. 13-1074 (FOIA request
HQ-2013-006937 and seeking McCarthy’s text-message metadata information from phone bills, which is
also being destroyed), at 9/12/2013 1:54 PM (admitting that “Although phone calls are delineated by each
number called and the airtime and charges, that is not true for text messages. It is my understanding the
Agency does not receive a record from Verizon (or, in this case, its predecessor, AT&T) of individual text
messages made by its employees, including Ms. McCarthy.”). In a subsequent email EPA OGC’s Cindy
Anderson asserted that with AT&T, a very limited amount of metadata had been preserved, from April
2011 to November 2011. See Email from Cindy Anderson of EPA to Chris Horner, September 17, 2013
9:17 AM.
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that each and every among the thousands of text messages on her EPA phone were all personal
and not one was work-related.
Accordingly, this rulemaking must be stayed until all prescribed actions and all remedial
steps required by law are fulfilled.

!

REMEDY:

Corrective action is required, as a matter of law, to bring the Agency’s larger

record into compliance and to at minimum make a good faith effort to determine what is missing
from the record in the instant rulemaking and restore it as possible while assessing the meaning
of the remaining deficiency. First, this proposed regulation and others that these appointees
played a material role in developing must be stayed until all prescribed actions and all remedial
steps required by law are fulfilled.
EPA must cease its refusal to obtain the described records, and its refusal to report the
possible loss of agency records to the National Archivist. Other remedial steps include
obtaining declarations by other employees materially involved with this rulemaking regarding
their use at any time of text messaging for EPA-related correspondence; declarations by EPA
staff materially involved in this rulemaking who have been found to have used texting for workrelated correspondence regarding the extent of this use relating to this rulemaking, the
completeness of their production to EPA (after it occurs) of the related correspondence and any
relevant facts regarding possible loss of such correspondence; these productions must be
reviewed for correspondence that should be or should have been considered for placement in this
record; forensic review of relevant data repositories or equipment and accounts for completeness
of the record; obtaining from NSA all relevant metadata or data that the Agency was required to
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obtain or preserve but did not; informing the National Archivist of the possible loss of federal
records, and all prescribed steps that follow.
COMMENT 4
SUMMARY OF COMMENT 4: EPA’s proposed rule represents a naked transfer of wealth
from one sector of the electric generation industry to other electric generation entities of that
industry, and so is unconstitutional as a substantive due process violation of the Fifth
Amendment; it is in violation of the due process requirement of the Fifth Amendment, in the form
of a violation of equal protection. The sole rationale for EPA’s rule is something upon which
there is “consensus” that the proposed rule will have no impact, which EPA ignores relying
instead on the work of others, committing multiple logical fallacies including appeal to authority,
appeal to belief, appeal to consequences of a belief, and ignoring a common cause. The
Agency’s failure to proffer reasons for its regulation that could survive even rational basis review
condemns the proposed rule to unconstitutional status.

!
!

SUMMARY OF COMMENT:

EPA’s proposed rule to control greenhouse gases under the

Clean Air Act’s New Source Performance Standards is unconstitutional as a substantive due
process violation of the Fifth Amendment as a naked transfer of wealth from one sector of the
electric generation industry to other electric generation entities of that industry, and as a due
process violation of the Fifth Amendment, in the form of a violation of equal rights, because the
rule is intended to increase the cost of electricity to those least able to pay that cost, EPA knows
of this inequality, EPA knows the targets of that inequality are protected minorities, and because
the value of carbon to society is greater than the cost to society; and thus, EPA acts with the
intent to injure protected minorities. The sole rationale for EPA’s rule the intent to protect the
public from the effects of catastrophic climate change which EPA asserts will arise from
increases of carbon dioxide, something upon which the proposed rule will have no impact. EPA
relies exclusively on the work of others, committing multiple logical fallacies including appeal to
authority, appeal to belief, appeal to consequences of a belief, and ignoring a common cause.
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This Comment details how a rational basis review and the Agency’s failure to proffer reasons for
its regulation that are within the zone of reasonableness condemns the proposed rule to an
unconstitutional status.

!
COMMENT: EPA’s proposed rule to control greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act’s New
Source Performance Standards is unconstitutional as a substantive due process violation of the
Fifth Amendment because it constitutes a naked transfer of wealth from one sector of the electric
generation industry to other electric generation entities of that industry, and also because EPA
knows and indeed intends this. Further, the proposed rule is unconstitutional as a due process
violation of the Fifth Amendment, in the form of a violation of equal protection, because the rule
is intended to increase the cost of electricity to those least able to pay that cost, because EPA
knows of this inequality, because EPA knows the targets of that inequality are protected
minorities, and because the value to society of carbon-based (hydrocarbon, particularly the
targeted coal-based) energy production is greater than the cost to the society; and thus, EPA acts
with the intent to (knowledge that its actions will) injure protected minorities.
The proposed rule constitutes both a facial violation and an as-applied violation of the
due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. Based on EPA’s own description of its rule, there is
no set of circumstances under which the rule would be valid, and thus is a facial violation of due
process. In addition, the rule deprives specific individuals of their constitutional rights. This
rule does not withstand a substantive due process challenge because there is no legitimate state
interest that the court could rationally conclude is served by the rule (see discussion, supra, of
the understood absence of positive economic, reliability or climate impacts from the instant
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rulemaking). EPA is unable to defend against a substantive due process challenge because it has
no plausible governmental interest sufficient to pass constitutional muster. Through this
comment we warn EPA that a rational basis review is by no means toothless and the Agency’s
failure to proffer reasons for its regulation that are rational condemns the proposed rule to its
unconstitutional status.
The sole rationale for EPA’s rule is the intent to protect the public from the effects of
catastrophic climate change which EPA asserts will arise from increases of carbon dioxide. EPA
offers no more than its reliance on the work of others, committing multiple logical fallacies.
These include, appeal to authority, appeal to belief, appeal to consequences of a belief, and
ignoring a common cause.
Ultimately, EPA bases its illogics on computer output from models that arrive at their
projections by assuming a significant relationship between carbon dioxide and global
temperature, more significant than observations justify when one seeks to validate the models.
Models are only as good as their assumptions. As the New York Times’ Nicholas Wade
wrote, “If the brightest minds on Wall Street got suckered by group-think into believing house
prices would never fall, what other policies founded on consensus wisdom could be waiting to
come unraveled? Global warming, you say? You mean it might be harder to model climate
change 20 years ahead than house prices 5 years ahead?”154
Modeling is modeling, not reality, and reality continues to prove climate modeling upon
which EPA relies is not fit for EPA’s purpose. Comparing models with observations demonstrate

Nicholas Wade, “Researcher Condemns Conformity Among His Peers”, New York Times, July 23,
2009, available at http://tierneylab.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/07/23/researcher-condemns-conformityamong-his-peers/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0. Last accessed March 7, 2014.
!
154
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that the modeling results do not match historical data. The only way to change this is to curvefit, after the fact, which has to date still left the models failing going forward, when tested again
under observations. Post facto matching with history may always be done but until simulations
come into something resembling agreement with current real world observations it is the
simulations which are unreliable, and not fit for EPA’s purpose in this instance.
The reason for this is clear, and the evidence supporting this reason continues to mount:
the IPCC that EPA relies upon has accepted the demonstrated overestimation of climate
sensitivity. Indeed it appears that it has masked its knowledge of this overstatement.155
In so doing, EPA alleges several events it claims the rule will help prevent. These include
the prediction that seas will rise faster, that this sea rise will cause “geopolitical hotspots,”
including mass migrations (presumably of people) and the need to increase security in the Arctic,
apparently of the northern coast of Alaska where there is no significant economic activity and no
projections of any. And the prediction that warming could lead to increases in heavy rainfall and
decreases in crop yields – a prediction that fails to take account of the positive value of carbon
dioxide on crop growth and the benefit of more rain, especially in the arid west and southwest of
the United States.
EPA also accepts the prediction that increased temperatures, but not increased rainfall,
will cause more wildfires, and eventually cause the mass extinction of the human race. EPA
further relying on the alarmism of predictions that the oceans will become more acidic, despite
that the oceans are not acidic in the first place and that there is no evidence that they ever will be

See e.g., Nicholas Lewis, Marcel Crok, with Judith Curry, “A Sensitive Matter: How the IPCC buried
evidence Showing Good News About Global Warming,”	
  Global warming Policy Foundation (UK), March
2014, available at http://www.thegwpf.org/sensitive-matter-ipcc-hid-good-news-global-warming/.
!
155
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acidic (as opposed to e.g., less alarming if accurate projection of becoming less alkaline). In
simpler terms, EPA relies on predictions that increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will
increase global temperatures in a manner that endangers human health and the environment.
EPA claims it has taken into account recent scientific advances and that none of them
undermine their 2009 Endangerment Finding. They demonstrably have not taken such advances
in understanding into account, and this is particularly true for the most important single
assumption they have made – that carbon dioxide will significantly drive global temperature
increases, the sole driving force behind the predictions of the parade of horribles upon which
EPA relies. Note especially, EPA did not conduct any original analysis. It simply relied upon
others and their predictive models.
EPA institutionally refuses to take into consideration the fast moving advances in
understanding the reality of a much lower climate sensitivity (than the models it entirely relies
upon incorporate) to carbon dioxide, generally defined as the earth’s average surface temperature
from a doubling of the atmospheric carbon dioxide content.
Specifically, for example, regarding the key issue of climate sensitivity around which
most of the models’ deficiencies tend to revolve, EPA has not incorporated information from:
Loehle, C., 2014, “A minimal model for estimating climate sensitivity,” Ecological Modelling,
276, 80-84; or, Spencer, R.W., and W. D. Braswell, 2013, “The role of ENSO in global ocean
temperature changes during 1955-2011 simulated with a 1D climate model,” Asia-Pacific
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, doi:10.1007/s13143-014-0011-z. Nor has EPA assessed the
emerging facts that show their reliance on the IPCC AR5 climate models’ climate sensitivity is
grossly in error as documented in 18 peer-reviewed studies. The upper 95% confidence interval
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of eight of the studies is at or below the climate sensitivity assumed in the IPCC AR5 models.
Twelve of the studies estimate the climate sensitivity below the lower 95% confidence interval of
the IPCC AR5 models, and all 18 studies estimate climate sensitivity significantly below the
mean value used by the IPCC AR5 models.

Any model is an abstraction from and simplification of the real world. Whenever the
methodology is challenged, however, the Agency must explain the assumptions and methodology
used in preparing the model and provide a complete analytic defense. This EPA has not done and
cannot do, much less in a manner that would satisfy the scientific and analytical principles of the
Data Quality Act and its implementing guidances. Nor may EPA rely on an appeal to authority
or any other logical fallacy it has otherwise used.
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EPA’s reliance on the models of the IPCC AR5 report also impeaches all of its alarmist
conclusions because the lynchpin of them all are the IPCC AR5 assumptions of climate
sensitivity. That failure to use and apply current scientific knowledge, and EPA’s refusal to
eliminate reliance on the IPCC AR5 models is a fatal error that destroys the sole underlying basis
for its regulatory proposal. This failure places the basis for the regulatory action outside the zone
of reasonableness necessary to justify the regulation. When examining the mischief against
which the regulation is aimed, where there is no mischief of the kind EPA assumes, EPA cannot
reasonably or rationally intend to address the mischief at which the Clean Air Act or the
proposed regulation is aimed.
Based on its own statements, EPA does not actually intend to control the mischief of
climate change through its proposed rules. EPA admits the regulatory effort is entirely nugatory,
stating “even in the absence of this rule, (i) existing and anticipated economic conditions mean
that few, if any, solid fossil fuel-fired EGUs will be built in the foreseeable future; and (ii)
electricity generators are expected to choose new generation technologies (primarily natural gas
combined cycle) that would meet the proposed standards. Therefore, based on the analysis
presented in Chapter 5 of the RIA, the EPA projects that this proposed rule will result in
negligible CO2 emission changes, quantified benefits, and costs by 2022.” Thus, the proposed
rule is unnecessary to prevent any assumed climate change calamities, and therefore, EPA cannot
have the intent to do so. If EPA promulgates the rule, it must be on the basis of some other intent
and the other intentions fall afoul of the Constitution.
EPA’s presumption is that electricity generators will “primarily” choose to use electricity
generation based on natural gas, but this presumption ignores the 30 states that have renewable
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energy mandates that require non-hydrocarbon generation (see, E&E Legal’s “Interactive RPS
Profile Map” available at: http://eelegal.org/?page_id=1820 and included into this regulatory
record by reference); also, EPA ignores the fact that those mandates cost more (see e.g., “The
Hidden Cost of Wind Energy”, E&E Legal Institute 2012, available at: http://eelegal.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/Hidden-Cost.pdf; and “The High Cost of Renewable-Electricity
Mandates” Manhattan Institute 2012, available at http://www.manhattan-institute.org/html/
eper_10.htm, and the extensive bibliography in the Manhattan Institute report, both reports and
all bibliographic entries included into this regulatory record by reference.) This comment places
EPA on record as knowing both.
EPA also ignores the requirement for diversity in generation that all state public utility
commissions demand for base-load electricity generation. This need for diversity has recently
been seen as essential in Texas when cold weather forced the loss of natural gas generation,
causing significant loss of power across the state. Because coal is significantly less expensive
than other (non-natural gas) alternatives, it remains a valuable generation source for decades to
come.
Estimates of the social cost of carbon that take negative values (i.e., because on net
carbon creates more benefits than costs) document the relative value of using coal to generate
electricity and demonstrate that the benefits of coal outweigh any reasonably estimated harm to
public health and the environment, as discussed above. See also, Idso, Craig, The Positive
Externalities of Carbon Dioxide”, Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change
(2013) available at http://tinyurl.com/qeh2xzf, and see, Patrick Michaels and Chip
Knappenberger (Center for the Study of Science, Cato Institute). “Comment on ‘Technical
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Support Document, Technical Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact
Analysis Under Executive Order 12866’,” January 27, 2014, available at http://object.cato.org/
sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/omb_scc_comments_michaels_knappenberger.pdf
Further, EPA fully recognizes that increased regulatory costs fall more heavily on
minorities, on women and especially mothers who are single parents, and on the elderly, and if
they did not before receiving this comment, they do now. See, e.g. Joe R. Feagin and Clarece B.
Feagin, Discrimination American Style: Institutional Racism and Sexism. Malabar, FL: Robert E.
Krieger (1986); and Christopher Bates Doob, Racism: An American Cauldron. New York:
Harper Collins, 1993 (included in the record through this Comment and by reference). EPA
acknowledges its responsibilities with regard to equal protection of citizens. See, Vermont Law
School Professor Tseming Yang’s “The Form and Substance of Environmental Justice: The
Challenge of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for Environmental Regulation,” Boston
College Environmental Law Review (Feb. 2001).
These considerations were ignored for the reason that impacting climate — which occurs
under no scenario of this rule — was not the objective. Indeed, research shows that such
regulations will create massive job losses and a major loss of GDP.156 These impacts -- both
those flowing directly from the higher electricity rates and those flowing indirectly therefrom,
and flowing directly or indirectly instead from the “industrial policy”157 which the proposed rule
!
156
A recent

study by The Heritage Foundation finds that phasing out coal will “(D)ecrease the aggregate
gross domestic product by $2.23 trillion,” over the period studied, and will cost a loss of nearly 600,000
jobs within 10 years, amongst other negative economic effects. See: EPA’s Climate Regulations Will
Harm American Manufacturing, Issue Brief #4158 on Energy and Environment, By: Nicholas Loris and
Filip Jolevsky, Available at: http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2014/03/epas-climate-regulationswill-harm-american-manufacturing, Last retrieved: 3/4/2014.
157
!

Industrial Policy, By: Richard B. McKenzie, The Consice Encyclopedia of Economics, Available at:
http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc1/IndustrialPolicy.html, last retrieved: 03/06/2014.
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represents -- have human and environmental consequences, also not considered. The only
rational reason for declining to consider this is that this outcome is the objective, which is to say,
it was not attained by consideration but predetermined. This is particularly troublesome given the
failure of the regulation to achieve its stated goal, by the admission of senior EPA officials.
In the face of no climatic impact and only deleterious economic and reliability impacts,
and given the president’s statements as candidate and in major speeches as president, we must
accept that the true objective of the rule is industrial policy (politically selecting which industries
go “bankrupt” and which are “finally profitable”) if invoking the “urgency”158 of a projected
“climate crisis.”
For example, we take President Obama at his word. Before a joint session of Congress,
President Obama again stated the agenda and objectives these rule manifest -- specifically
speaking to legislation, proposed to more cleanly enact the objectives without attendant
uncertainty of whether the regulations were grounded in the Clean Air Act (a path undertaken
simultaneously with this regulation, as the above-cited February 2009 EPA emails affirm): “to
ultimately make clean, renewable energy the profitable kind of energy.”159

!
158

Remarks of President Obama - As Prepared for Delivery Address to Joint Session of Congress,
2/24/2009. Available at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-of-President-BarackObama-Address-to-Joint-Session-of-Congress. Last retrieved 2/21/2014.
159
!

Speech to the United Nations General Assembly, September 23, 2009, Available at: http://
www.nytimes.com/2009/09/24/us/politics/24prexy.text.html?pagewanted=all. Last retrieved 2/21/2014.
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He also stated in, e.g., his 2013 State of the Union Address explicitly stated that the
purpose was to, “speed the transition to more sustainable sources of energy.” 160 On the eve of
the vote on the “Cap and Trade” bill, he reiterated it again, “The list goes on and on, but the point
is this: This legislation will finally make clean energy the profitable kind of energy.”161 He has
reiterated these statements several times in what were major policy speeches, not merely
offerings of political red meat.
The president on whose behalf this rule is promulgated has either consistently misstated
the objective or consistently told the truth. We believe it is the latter, and that intended outcome
is problematic for the instant rulemaking, for reasons asserted elsewhere in this Comment.
Because EPA admits it does not and cannot intend to reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide
emissions, let alone impact the global climate, and admits its regulations impose greater harm on
minorities, women and the elderly through the economic impacts of higher cost electricity and
the loss of benefits associated with carbon use, this proposal can only exhibit an intent to harm
minorities, women and the elderly, there being no other intent regarding public health manifest
from the rule.
The proposed rule is a naked preference for non-coal electricity generation, a naked
transfer of wealth from the coal industry to natural gas and renewable energy generators, and one

!
160

Remarks by the President in the State of the Union Address, February 12, 2013. Available at: http://
www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/remarks-president-state-union-address, last retrieved
1/31/2014. In his first speech before the United Nations General Assembly, he reiterated this point yet
again: “We will move forward with investments to transform our energy economy, while providing
incentives to make clean energy the profitable kind of energy,”A Historic Energy Bill, Address by
President Barack Obama, June 29, 2009. Available at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/A-HistoricEnergy-Bill. Last retrieved 2/21/2014.
161
!
A Historic

Energy Bill, Address by President Barack Obama, June 29, 2009. Available at: http://
www.whitehouse.gov/blog/A-Historic-Energy-Bill. Last retrieved 2/21/2014.
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lacking in a rational basis and outside the zone of reasonableness. Both the irrationality of the
proposal and the intent to limit equal protection to minorities, women and the elderly constitute
substantive are both facially and as-applied violation of the due process clause of the Fifth
Amendment, harming the society at large and members of the Energy & Environment Legal
Institute, the proposed rule is unconstitutional.
OTHER RELEVANT HISTORY ON PREDETERMINATION:

As the emails dating

from the current administration’s earliest days attest, EPA and officials involved with this rule
making have a long-standing pattern of behavior of predetermination on this issue. The
Agency’s own policies on regulatory analysis require the analysis to be done prior to selection of
a regulatory proposal. In simpler terms, EPA should examine the facts, evaluate the facts, and
conduct analysis of the relative impact of alternative policies before deciding what alternative to
propose. In still briefer terms, science and analysis are supposed to precede decision-making.
Often, however, EPA has demonstrated a pattern of conducting analysis in a manner intended to
support an alternative already selected for use.
Al McGartland, an EPA senior executive who managed the economic analysis division in EPA’s
Office of Policy (the office headed by the aforementioned Lisa Heinzerling), has a history of
manipulating analysis in a way that supports preexisting decisions. Before becoming an EPA
employee, as a contractor he was directed to examine the benefits of controlling lead in drinking
water. We state on information and belief that, rather than follow the directions of the Chief of
the Economic, Legislative and Policy Analysis staff, to whom he reported, he instead improperly
manipulated information on the effect of regulatory alternatives in a manner grossly
overestimating the benefits, in support of an alternative specifically favored by senior
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management officials. On the basis of these actions his firm’s contract was not renewed. Senior
Agency officials found a place for him in the Office of Policy and eventually promoted him to a
senior position, as he regularly produced studies supporting preordained outcomes.
EPA’s endangerment finding — which EPA says compelled the instant rule making —
fell prey to a variant of this bureaucratic pathology. The EPA endangerment finding on
greenhouse gases (GHGs) did not rely on any analysis done within EPA. Worse, the only
analysis done was prevented from being considered during the policy formulation period.
Specifically, John Davidson and Alan Carlin closely followed the science on climate change.
When the proposed endangerment finding was sent to all EPA offices for internal review and
comment Dr. Carlin prepared extensive comments on behalf of the Office of Policy. Carlin’s
comments (see, http://cei.org/cei_files/fm/active/0/DOC062509-004.pdf) were the only original
analysis of the endangerment of GHGs done by an EPA employee. Instead of conducting
original analysis of the dangers of GHGs, EPA simply relied upon the current IPCC report. Dr.
Carlin’s analysis significantly undercut the IPCC report and raised serious questions regarding
whether GHGs did, in fact, endanger human health or the environment. McGartland was not at
that point in a position to manipulate the analysis in a way that would support the pre-ordained
policy alternative; he did however attempt to prevent Dr. Carlin’s analysis from becoming part of
the regulatory records. See, http://cei.org/cei_files/fm/active/0/Endangerment%20Comments
%206-23-09.pdf. Particularly telling in this sad tale is that McGartland admitted in his
communications to Dr. Carlin that the decision on endangerment had been made prior to
conclusion of the analysis, evaluation and review process within the agency (much less before
commencement of the public comment period).
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The depth of the willingness to disregard competent analysis at EPA in the endangerment
finding has not previously been made public. Dr. Carlin sought advice from another EPA
employee regarding his comments and how best to deal with the problem, especially in light of
the direct order to not discuss his findings with anyone else. He was advised of his
whistleblower rights. He decided to blow the whistle by giving a copy of his analysis to an EPA
employee who was not on the endangerment finding work group. That employee sent the report
to the entire work group and their senior management, indicating that it must be considered
during the development of the endangerment finding. One member of the work group then
contacted that EPA employee asking the question, “why should we accept Carlin’s analysis in
place of the IPCC report?” He was told that the report needs to be in the public record and the
criticisms in the report need to be summarized for decision makers in a manner that allows them
to examine the underlying facts in a manner free from bias.
The outcome of the matter Carlin sought to correct was as pre-determined as the GHG
endangerment finding that EPA says compelled the instant rule and, as emails cited in this
Comment affirm, as predetermined as this rulemaking. EPA never did any analysis of underlying
scientific issues other than that done by Dr. Carlin and dismissed his comments without
consideration or response to them. They had made their decision prior to any analysis and, as
McGartland made clear, to buck that decision would only redound negatively on McGartland.
The emails discussed in this comment demonstrate the same bureaucratic pathology as
occurred during the development of the endangerment finding and involve many of the same
EPA managers.
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REMEDY:

In the face of substantive due process violations under the Fifth Amendment,

including violation of the rights of protected classes of individuals, EPA cannot promulgate the
rule as written. It must alter the rule to identify the mischief it intends to address and show that
the rule intends to and will in fact address that mischief. Because the Agency admits it cannot do
that, it must withdraw the proposal in its entirety.
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